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Mounted Policeman Fred Higgins Both Cross and Net Is Desired
Collector Bardshar Receives
Arrests H. B. Miller Wanted
Letier.
in Texas.

Governor Curry today appointed W. ; Internal Revenue Collector II. P.
Fred Ogden of Roy, Mora county, and Bardshar ha9 received the following
Daniel Troy of Raton, Colfax county, letter from the treasury department
j
notaries public.
calling attention to the corporation
tax:
Incorporations.
Incorporation papers were filed to t "The attention of collectors of In
day in the office of Territorial Secre- ternal revenue and others Is called to
tary Nathan Jaffa by the Clayton Au- the provisions of Section 38 of the
.
-to and Machine Company of Clayton,
Act of August 5, 1909, requiring, cor
Union county. The capitalization is
porations, joint stock companies, as
shares.
Into
10,000
divided
$10,000
and Insurance
companies,
Noah Gelger of Clayton Is designated sociations
tax thereas the territorial agent. The incor- - subject to the special excise
w
"l'"si,
porators and directors are: Noah
ot tneir Sross and net income
Geiger, 2,000 shares; yllliam J. Ea- - ,t'tl,m
be- ton. inn .hares. Andrew Zurcher 1 for the calendar year 1909, on or
District Attorney James M. Hervey, Who Ha Resigned.
fore the 1st day of March 1910; and to
sllare- The Las Bocas Irrigation Company the penalties Imposed by the 8th parof Albuaueroue. canltsMzcd at $250.- - agraph ot Bald Section 38, for neglect
000 divided Into 250,000 shares. The or refusal to renaer sucn return, or
last Congress.
AIDHEUVS
WILL BE MADE
Delegate Andrews today secured company proposes to c instruct a dam ror renuenng a wish or iwuicn
the paBsnge of bills Increasing the In Abo Pass, southeast of Sals, for turn.
to $24 per the reclamation of the Las Bocas
"On receipt of this circular
pension of Pablo Vargas
-.
widow
15
A
The Incorporators and direct- - lectors will, bo far as possible, and
month; and of Sarah Megraw,
L. 0. FULLEN,
N
to
$20 per ore are: Charles P.
iwberry, 1,996 without further expense to the govern-shares- ;
of the late David Megraw
Who Has Been Appointed to Succeed District Attorney J. M. Hervey.
provls-anthese
of
W.
notice
Pitt Ross, Alfred
Krueger ment, see that
mnnth.
Frank R. Coe, each 1 Bhare, all Ions of the law are given through the
Senator Deverldge, late this afterbe Event of Was the Only Brother of New
the
take
to
of
up
Albuquerque.
noon gave up the Idea
public press to all such corporations, Inauguration to
'
statehood bill In the meeting of the
Mexico's Delegate to
joint stock companies, associations
More Than Ordinary HisWater Commlss'oners.
Ifl
Insurance companies.
FULLEN WILL
Senate committee on territories on
The Territorial Boa'd of Water a
toric Significance
are
will have the
Congress
returns
but
of
week,
"Where
the
this
prescribed
Friday
Commissioners adojour.d today. The
committee report it next week, when members that attended wero Frank received after March 1, 1910, the
it Is feared It will pass the Senate
Venceslao .laramillo and velopes bearing postmarks showing
TO
without opposition as the Arizonans Oscar C. Snow. C. t. Miller, the the time of mailing shall be preserv-clerk- , TENTATIVE PR0GR1 ADOPTED
with
have declared their satisfaction,
and Territorial Engineer Ver-- ed, each attached to the return
It nnd it is understood that President
L. Sullivan were Uso
present, tained therein and forwarded as a part
In prefAppointed and Was Soldier, Editor and States,
Latter's Resignation as Dis- Robert J. Rosenfeld Recovers Taft favors the Beverldge bill which
The appeal of Henry T pton from the thereof to this office,
It
bill,
Hamilton
to
the
erence
Work
"As stated in Article C of Regula-FranNo. 30T,
Has Com-mencof
of
man and Great Friend of
Min
Preparatory
application
approval
Is
Big Judgment Against
trict Attorney
Is claimed, does not sufficiently safeE. Downs, for waters of the tiona No. 31, blank forms for making
in
Earnest,
Territory.
will
and
nubile
grants
the
guard
ing Company
Pecos in Eddy county, was dismissed, the required returns will be furnished,
Accepted
crowd the state election too Boon af
In the appeal of Jamea E. Cree vs. on application, by collectors ot Intern-Le- e
ter the adoption of the constitution,
Another meeting was held yesterWashington, Feb. B. Colonel West,
E. Mitchell and J. L. Lawson, for al revenuo; and a failure to receive
PINOS the leaders planning that the territo the waters of the Ruldoso, the attor- - 8lIcn blanks, and to make the required day afternoon in the office of Mayor ley P. Andrews, private secretary to
AT
LOS
HEN SMALLPOX
EFFICIENT
BOTH ARE
Senator Penrose and chairman of the
'
ries should not become states before neys were given additional time,
f
rpturnn within the prescribed tinfC, Jose D. Sena, in the supreme clerk's
.
.1
j
state committee of Penn'
January 1, 1912.
will not relieve the corporation, joint office at the capitol, of the executive Republican
. ,,.
In Texas,
Wanted
ot John S.
sylvania, died at bis home here this
The
Chief Execut j Pays High Tri-- Three Companies Filed Incor
stock company, association or Insur- committee In charge of the lnauguraH.
B.
Scottsboro.
at
arrested
Miller,
of
r r.nvomnr Mills nnd fonsistlne morning
pneumonia. Colonel An- to be nostmaster at Magdaance company from the penalties im h
bute to His Former Attorney
Papers in secretary s
poration
drews
waa a soldier, editor and
Socorro county, has been con- Chaves county, by Mounted Policeman
"
Governor
citizens:
ot
lena,
the
re
make
to
following
such
Fred Higgins, Is also w:mted at Mata-dor- posed by a failure
.... Office.
General.
..
statesman. He served throughout the
;
.
f,
firmed.
muri.,i
Texas, for horse ''ealing, and turn."
Clvtl War. Later he founded tho
" med
I
D.
Dr.
Jose
Nathan
Nomination of Judy. '
and
Stna,
Jaffa,
Mayor
Is
The
arPWlfnSrT"8.
letter
will probably be.deiivci';. to the TexMeadville, Penn., Republican. The
m Mate
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa today
WashlncLon. Feb.v
Commerof
Governor Curry today decided to acJ.
the
A,
Massle,
commis.
the
R.
E.
Is
president
to
as
seem
Cable,
have
as authorities
these
signed by
notaries pubonly relative surviving Is William H.
confirmed fue
A.
Dr.
of
cial
Rolls,
J.
cept the resignation of District Attor- appointed the following
yestorday
Club,
revenue.
secretary
of
him.
case
Internal
a
sioner
stronger
against
M. Norlnnder of Socorro,
delegate In Congress from
of Fletcher M. Doan, aa asso
ney James M. Hervey of Roswcll, al- lic: Anna
the Board of Trade, Adjutant General Andrews,
New Mexico. Colonel Andrews was a
Council K. Fuller of ciate Justice of the supreme court of
R. A. Ford, Land Commissioner R. P.
though very reluctantly. The resigna- Socorro county;
firm friend of New Mexico.
Arizona mid Frank W. Parker as astion has been.in the Governor's hands Las Crucea, Dona Ana comity.
Ervlen; Major Fred Mueller, Arthur
Stuart C. McCrlmmon of Santa Fe, sociate Justice of the supreme court
Left a Large Fortune.
for some time. Governor Curry paid
F.
W.
A.
Paul
J.
Raynolds,
Sellgnian,
Special to the New Mexican.
Mr. Hervey a very high compliment was appointed a notary public this of New Mexico.
Walter and Thomas P. Gable.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 6. Colonel
in sneaking of the resignation. "He afternoon.
Early Report Expected.
Mr. Jaffa presided and Secretary
R. Andrews, chairman of the
Incorporations.
to The New Mexican.
has been a very valuable and efficient
was at his place. After some Wesley
Special
Walter
Iu the office of Territorial Secre-- '
Republican state committee of Penn- official and I regret his retirement."
Washington, D. C, Feb. 9. State
It was decided that the
discussion,
brother of Delegate William
M r. Hervey had been attorney general tary Nathan Jaffa the following
hood legislation Is expected to move
tickets for the Inaugural Ball, shall be sylvanla,
to acpapers were filed today,
nip to last year, when he retired
rapidly within the next few days. Sen
been
had
Instead
of
as
deter
$10
$5,
Alof
The Pacific Supply Company
ator Bsveridge returned from Indicept the position of district attorney
mined at the previous meeting. It
$100,000,
Capitalization
fnf Wriv rimvps. "Roosevelt and buquerque.
earlier than expected and he
was argued that the buying ot a tick
incor-ye- t anapolis,
Bhares.
3
The
Into
"ivided
1,000
on
"S?V
Committee
Senate
that
the
said
Curry counties. He was a fearless and
et shall be considered as a contribu
LI- Mr. Hervey has porators and directors are: J. S.
the bill Intactful official.
would
take
Terrltoilea
up
Intion toward the defrayment of the
.
number of uhubc, iu buuiiib,
been In ill health for
troduced bv Senator Dillingham of
augural expenses.
shares; E. W. Dobson, 1 share.
comotnhe
a
at
years. Governor Curry has taken unmeeting
Vermont,
-The following tentative program for
CurThe Cash Shoe Store of Clovis,
(-der advisement the matter of appoint- ry county. The capital stock Is $3,000 mittee on Friday.
Inaugural Day was adopted:
7
L.
O.
on
to
Mr. Hervey.
He said that an early report
ing a successor
10 a. ni. Unveiling of oil portrait of
J. Mattris Is
divided into 30 shares.
be made, that In his
Fullen of Roswell, who has served as
Governor Bent, the first governor of
the New Mexico agent. The Incorpo- tha bill vould
Mr.
before
Hervey, rators and dliectois are: Ira R. Oibbs opinion there would De lew euuug
district attorney
the territory, in the Hall of Represen
and made an excellent record, is prom- 8 shares; S. M. Hatch, 10 shares; W. made in the committee aside from
tatives at the capitol. This will give
"
connection
this
in
mentioned
size
In
the
inently
it
L. Mansfield, 2 shares; J. Matt Mor determiaing and writing
the Inauguration day of the last terrian
as
and
to
Is
Fullen
made
Mr.
very popular
torial governor, a unique historical
ris, 7 shares; N. B. Morris, 3 shares, of the land grants to be
attained
orator
high
has
and
attorney
H. H. Hennlnger & Co. of Roswell, the educational institutions.
significance.
will
rank. Before engaging in law he was Chaves county. H. H. Hennlnger is
is
accept
said,
The House, it
Half hour historical address by Ex4
X p
a journalist at Carlsbad.
the
changos
the designated agent. The capitaliza without serious objection
Governor L. Bradford Prince, presi
the
as
committee
200
senate
the
shares
Fullen Appointed,
made by
tion is $20,000 divided into
dent ot the New Mexico Historical So
Late this afternoon, Governor Curry uut the company begins business with bill In its present form has the full
ciety.
announced that he was making out a capital of $2,000. The Incorporators approval of the President.
The Daughters of the American Rev
10
to
Nations.
Mr.
H.
are:
Most
Fullen
Favored
H.
directors
and
Bellinger,
the papers appointing
olution will be asked to take charge
9. President
Feb.
the" district attorneyship.
This, after shares; Lizzie Hennlnger, 5-- shares
Washington,
of the exercises.
Taft has issued a proclamation grantconsilium; with Chief Justice Mills, R. M. Tuttle, 5 shares.
11:30 a.m. Governor'a staff, mount
District Court.
ing the minimum tariff rates for the
because it had been the intention of
f
,
,
ed, will report at the Palace hotel, to
"iv
act to Argentina, BraGovernor Curry to let the filling of ' The following Biiits have been filed Payne-Aldricescort Governor Curry and Chief
But, In In the district court:
zil, Uruguay, Paraguay Mexico, Pa
vacancies to his successor.
Justice Mills to the capitol.
Colonel Wesley R. Andrews.
I'rudencia T. Rivera vs. Mary E. nama and Liberia.
this case, Governor Curry's old dis12 m. Governor Jlllls takes
the
Peary a Rear Admiral.
trict being involved, and because ot Haskett, both of Nambe, asking $300
oath of office administered by Chief
(,.,
his interest In It understanding the damages for slander for Baying that
Washington, D. C, Feb. 9. The bill
Justice William H. Pope on the steps H. Andrews, died here today, 72 years
situation there thoroughly and also ('efendant was a thief and stole wood. making Commander Robert E. Peary,
of the capitol.
old and leaving a large fortune, variRafael Granlto vs. Simon Davis of the discoverer of the north pole, a rear
nnnn the recommendation of leading
Address by Governor Curry.
ously estimated at $250,000 to $"50,-00was passed by the Senate toRepublicans, Governor Curry diverged Cerrlllos, to recover on a promissory ntlml-ralDelegate Andrews is his only
Inaugural Address by Governor
from his Intention in this case and an- - "uie lur oo.
day. The Indications are that tho
Mills.
Robert J. Rosenfeld vs. the Tusns measure will also receive approval by
surviving relative, his wife and two
pointed Mr. Fullen. The appointment
from
Gold
and Copper Mining Com- the House.
capitol. past daughters having died several years
Military parade
is a wise one from every point of Peak
executive mansion, down Don Caspar ago. He will be burled In New York.
view. Mr. Fullen Is in Santa Fe at pany, in which Judgment was given Will Find Out Cause for High Prices.
avenue to San Francisco street, to Ca- Delegate Andrews is prostrated with
this time and signified his Intention plaintiff for $10,510, principal and Washington, Feb. 9. The Senate
$832.15 interest, on a note executed
thedral, to Palace avenue, to Lincoln grief. Colonel Andrews was in poliof accepting the honor.
adopted the Elkins resolution
today
at Manistee, Michigan. The plaintiff providing for an investigation of the
avenue, to Federal building, to Wash- tics for over half a century nnd was
U a citizen of Wisconsin.
known among politicians
avenue, to Palace hotel. Major widely
causes underlying the higher cost of
ington
SANTA FE FIELD FOR
S.
BERNARD
RODEY,
HON.
Lopez and Amada E. T.
Fred Mueller to be marshal of the day throughout the country. He was not
living.
GREAT TOURIST HOTEL. de Augustinvs. Tomns
Rico.
Mexico
From
to
Porto
New
Who
Returns
Lopez
Trcjo and Juana
and to have charjo of all arrange- ed for his energy and resourcefulness
Four Million Acres Eliminated.
Dolllna Tru.llllo de Trejo to recover
ments. The National Guard organiz- as a political manager. Under his
D. C,
Feb. 9. More
Traveler Tells of 8uccess of River- on a note for
Washington,
foreIhe
for
$000 and
direction, the Republicans of Pennthe Crnnd Army, the U. S. Infour million acres of public lands
than
ations,
side Mission Inn at a Small
FIRE ALMOST CORNERS
PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN 8PAIN ARE
closure of mortgage on property near
sylvania polled the largest majorities
asked
will
be
school
dian
and
others
which were In the forest domain were
Town on Branch Line.
BOSTON'S BEEF SUPPLY.
on record. He was a colonol In the
NURSERIES FOR ANARCHISM.
Ablqulu, Rio Arriba county.
to participate In the pngonnt. Citithrown out today and will be availUnion army during the Civil War and
The Hartman Trunk Company vs.
busl-nies- s
decorate
zens
the
are
to
their
settlement
asked
able
for
homestead
Worth
of
by
a
Million
comment:
Dollars
Propno
Half
The following needs
was publisher of the Meadville TribAlfredo Lucero on an open account
Madrid, Feb. 5. A monster meetresidences.
or
of President Taft, when he ap
places
action
Flames
Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 31, 11)10,
Early
erty Destroyed By
une which he founded and had been
for $30.90.
of Catholics, Including ninny wo- I to 5 p. ni.
to
ing
Governor
Serenade
for
the
the
This
proves
plans
Mr. John P. Wagner, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Morning.
a Republican for many years. He was
vs. Unknown
Puttie .1. Bacnon
of the aristocracy, was hold in
the Palace hotel.
nt
Mills
9.
beef
Der Sir I received your favor of Claimants of an Interest In the so- - (Ion of forest Innds which were formu- men
supBoston's
Feb.
Boston,
secretary of Senator Boise
8 to 10 p. ni.
protest, against tho reopening of the
Public reception to private
December zu only recently it naviug called Ewln8, Rallcn wllnIn the Pe- - lated by Gilford Pinchot.
Penrose.
ply was nearly "cornered" by a fire
lay schools which wore elided lifter that destroyed approximately half a which admission will be without tick-been forwarded several times and cos pueblo grntit.
the rebellious outbreak at Barcelona.
REICHSTAG
Advertised.
dollars worth of property at et. The reception line will consist of INSURGENTS ELUDE
j e. Lacome vs. the board of coun- - GERMAN APPROVES TARIFF DEAL. Carllst and Conservative orators de- million
Mills, Governor
stock yards early today. Governor and Mrs.
tho
Brighton
Santa Fe certainly offers a fine field ty commissioners, to set aside the In- GOVERNMENT
TROOPS.
clared the schools were anarchistic In The Pre threatened for a lime to wipe Curry and Mr. and Mrs. Jaffa.
for a grand tourist hotel, such places, crease of assessment on all of his real
soof
enemies
tho
5.
The
with
nnd
Feb.
their
m.
teachings
10
march
to open tho
Releasing
Berlin,
Grand
the
p.
out tho ontlro nbbattolr plant, but
or palaces, stand fairly in rows here estate and personal property in Santa
out a debate today adopted an un- cial order. They demanded the inter- flames were finally confined to the Inaugural hall at the Palace hotel.
Managua, Feb. 8. General Chamor-r- o
uud are filled to overliowing. 1 visit- - Fe county from $3,850 to $2,750.
has eluded three columns ot govwere
The following
Arthur Sollgman vs. Board of Coun- - modified bill approving the govern vention ot the church in all questions cuttle sheds of the Boston Packing
ed a great Mission Inn at Riverside a
ernment troops sent to besiege him
ment's tariff arrangement with the pertaining to education.
Company nnd the englno room of the npiwlnted, with power in the chairweek ago. I arrived there at night ty Commissioners for Santa Fe coun-anBut for the protest of
in Boaco and has taken to the woods.
men to add additional names:
New England Rendering Company.
left In the early morning; the ty, to recover $8,000 on defaulted In United States.
a few of the extreme conservatives, WISCONSIN
ABOLISHES
Finance: Arthur Sellgnian, chair- The government forces are reoccupy-Inplace was beautiful beyond descrlp- terest coupons of Santa Fe county the measure would hnve
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all
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the town. Boaco was captured by
PUBLIC
passed
FEMALE COLLEGE STUDENTS
man; R. J, Palen, O. Franklin Flick,
tlon and of enormous size, built like bonds.
three readings unanimously,
the insurgents Inst Friday.
N. H. Lnughlln, N. Salmon, C. F. Eas-leGUILTY OF CIGARET SMOKING.
an old mission monastery, and In a
Smallpox In Rio Arriba County,
8. Wisconsin
Feb.
Madison.
Wis.,
Felipe Garcia, teacher at Los Plnos,
small dull town on a branch line of
Sainucl G. Cartwrlght, Nathan
Wooster, Ohio, Feb. 5. After apol
MURDERER
BARRICADED
has followed Kansas In the abolishrailroad with no Industry to work on, Rio Arriba county, writes for advice
four Jaffa, Levi A. Hughes, Celso Lopez, J. KING GUSTAVE HAS
for their Indiscretion,
ogizing
Its
COMMITS
cup.
8UICIDE.
drinking
the
ot
ment
pulillo
ATTACK OF APPENDICITIS.
but orange ralBlng, and orangcB are to Territorial Superintendent J. E.
students of W mister Uni- W. Raynolds.
doom is sealed by the passage of a young ladles,
much cheaper here than potatoes, but Clark on account of the prevalence of
Press: Paul A. F. Walter, chairhealth, versity, who were charged with smok5. Walter J. rule by
Ho Btato board of
Feb.
Minn.,
Walker,
In
The
that
of
the
.
Stauf-fercounty
part
smallpox
the big hotel was mnking money.
nnd re man ; Jacob Weltmer, John K.
Stockholm, Feb. 8. Tho condition
who has boon defying a which upon official publication, will ing cigarettes, were forgiven
McDonald,
llmltlesB limlleds that roll through hut lack of enforcement of nuarnn-LamE. F. Coard and Frank P. Sturges. of King Gustave, who was operated
In the classes.
since Thursday night have nil the force and errect or mw. stored to good standing
sheriff's
posso
to
wants
Mr.
of
Garcia
colebrato
tine.
a
number
great
Docnrnllons: J. D. Sena, chairman; upon last night for appendicitis, Is
surely carry
was shown to the sntlsfatelon of
was barricaded by the sher The rule prohibits the use ot the It
women Mrs. J. L. Sellgnian, Mrs. ,T. W. Rny- - s.ild to be favorable t Ills morning, nnd
people who would like to see Siintti Washington's birthday with an enter-F- when he
tho
young
that
Penn
on
railroad
tho
Compton
common
cup
How
drinking
if the hotel accommodations wore lalnmeut but doubtB the advisability Iff In his house nfler shooting
and pri lighted the cigarettes while having a
progressing as rapidly us could be
of doing this na long as conditions are ard Sexton, committed suicide today trains, stations and in public
Yours truly,
there.
on Page Eight.)
and were not cigarette "fiends."
(Continued
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as at present,
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Special to The iNew Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 8. Owing
to the persistent and continuous fight
made on Federal Jui'ge Bernard 'S.
Hodey of Porto Rico, and his desire to
return to New Mexico to enter in me
statehood light and become a candi
date tor the V. S. Senate, Judge Rodey
has tendered hia resignation as feder
al judge for Porto Rico and will lme
morfintolv return to Albuquerque.
will ho sunerseded by Judge John J
Jenkins of Wisconsin, a native oi
England and who served in the t "in
Wisconsin regiment during the Civil
war. Judge Jenkins served fourteen
years In Congress and was chairman
ot the committee on Judiciary In the
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tqb New SBilcaD fievlew
KM

MMICAN PRINTING 00 f
FANY.
A. F. WALTER,
nd Presldont,
FRANK P. 6TURGES,

PAUL

Editor

JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
Secratary-Traitura-

Entered
Ik

lutt

u

Saconi CUm Hitter at
Fe PostofflM.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
I 18
par week, by carrier
per month, by carrier.... 1.00
K
Daily, ixtr month, by mall
Dftllr. three montha. by mall..,. I-4.00
Tjailr. all month, by mall
7.60
Dally, one year, by mall
25
Weekly, per month,....
75
Weekly, per quarter
l.W
Weekly, (i montha
00
iCeekly, per year
The Weekly New Mexican ReTlew
.
Mex-tethe oldest newspaper In New
It la tent to every postofflce In
ke Territory and has a law and
Towinc circulation amone the Intel016
tgent and procreaalTa PPl
Southwest
Daily,
Dolly,

THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY

10,

1910,

nav the exuenses of the election for United StateB Senators and the as - j CONSCIENCE OF THE NATION
AROU8E0.
constitutional convention, the holding sumption of the state government by
Tnat tn9 lawmakers have been grlp- of the convention and the vote on the the Btate officers immediately uponadlmml- constltution. This Is not any too the proclamation of the President
ped by the official reiorts of the
will milting the Territory to statehood.
much, because the convention
gratlon committee o( Congress and
$100,000 tt.
Sltna
Section 17. Approprlutea
a.
consist of one hundred members or
District Attorney
nefurlous-nes- s
on the
almost three times as many as the for the constitutional convention ana of
Chicago,
sum
above
that
trafthat
while
Blave
elections,
any
These
of the
Council and House together.
s
members will draw $4 a day for sixty expense must be paid by me lerri-day- fic, Is apparent from the following ad'
or a total In salaries of $24,000 tory. That the members of the
dress by an Alabama statesman In
last
However, the bill does not liiu- - stitudonal convention 6hall receive - the House ot Representatives
terIt the expense, only that New Mexico the same pay as members of the
week:
must pay out of Its own treasury ritorliil legislature.
"The conscience ot our whole naeverything above the $100,000 approtion, Mr. Speaker, Is aroused on this
RUSSIAf
THAN
WE
DO
LESS
priated by the United States. Here CAN
awful question. So much has it be- .
,
J.
n..UIn)i nt Tavaa
- com
, -In
mm. uuruuu
is a synopsis or. eacn secuon.
aulckened that the president
at
convention the House of Representatives
1. The constitutional
It his duty to anil th
shall consist of one hundred dele- - Washington D. C . was one of Jhe
(
Congress to this traffic la
eates. The annortionment shall be many speakers that attacked
To
this Besslon.
Is his first message to
His address
made by Governor Mills, Chief Justice white slave trade.
idea of
some
brethren,
you.
my
give
to
heart
by
Pope and Territorial Secretary Jaffa one that should be taken
of the
votes so that with his the scope and heinousness extrncts
by counties in accordance with the every man who
I desire to rend a few
traffic,
nefarious
the
out
he
vote
may stamp
voting population as shown by the
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THE INAUGURATION.
The executive committee having In
charge the Inauguration ceremonies
met yesterday afternoon and outlined
the plans for the event. A number of
were appointed after
The men
considerable discussion.
who will be In charge directing the
preliminary work, give their time,
services and in some cases, means,
out of public splrltedness and not for
the mere glory of It. They expert supnot
port from the people of Santa Fe, In
unjust criticism. Unfortunately,
heart
the past, there were unpleasant
disburnings, talk of unjust soclnl
bb
tinctions and misunderstandings,
the result of the arrangements made.
These criticisms would have been
made no matter what the actions of
the committee ln charge but the committee had to bear the brunt nevertheless, It Is to be hoped that there
is enough broadmtnded public spirit
ednoss In Santa Fe today to avoid
these unpleasant returns for the un
selfish labors of the committee. Sub
committees have been appointed with
the sole view that certain work be
done and not to honor any one ln par
ticular. It Is as if the men named
had been drafted to give their time
and talents for a common rause and
It Is expected that they will respond
cheerfully and that without thought
ot a thank you from the public. In
this matter, as in all others, Santa
Fe, the new Santa Fe, should display
a spirit of unity and enthusiasm that
will make it the admiration of other
communities, where soclnl and other
bickerings exhaust energy and means

ONE OF THE PRESIDENT'S

WOES.

Those who Imagine tlint New Mexgrieve President
ico patriots alone
Taft with their claims to patronage,
The territories
are much mlstaekn,
form a very minor part of the aggremob that
gate of the
haunts the White House, for New
Mexico lays no claims to ambassadorships, consulates and other Juicy
Senplums that fall to the states.
ator Beyerldgo's stato, for Instance-seems to have an abundant number
of bowling patronage dervishes for
the Washington Herald says : .
"With important national problems
multipressing for attention, and a
cannot
plicity of public duties that
be evaded or delayed bearing heavily
upon htm, President Taft, like all his
predecessors, Is dally boBet with the
Importunities ofv place-seeker"Patronage, patronage, patronage
that Is the thing most trying In the
President's dally life. He must have
the natience of Job to endure It all,
and in time he will come to abhor, if
he does not already, the whole patronnire business,
"These observations are prompted
account of
by a careful perusal of an
tho recent visit to the White House
Durbin, of Indiana,
nf
woh unfolded a tale of woe distressing
in the extreme. He came all tho way
to
to Washlnzton to tell it first-hanthe President in all Its painful details
and harrowing ramifications, and urge
upon him to intervene, and intervene
forthwith, and thus save the party
from the deninltlon
"Of course, everybody understands
that a campaign, in one form or an
other, goes on forever In the Hoosler
state. You may talk about political
peace out there, but there is no polit
ical peace, and can be none. The state
is not built that way. It was so long
the pivot upon which the political des
tinies ot the nation hinged that It
acquired the habit of keeping etern
not
ally busy ln politics and could
now curb It activities It K triea.
"But Governor Durbin's plaint, his
White House tale of woe. is the sub
ject under consideration. Indiana, he
said, was in danger of going Demo
cratic this fall. The signs were unpropitious and becoming more so.
Even-thinwas drifting to tho bad;
the situation all but hopeless. Why?
Was it revolt against Cannonism. unrest caused by high prices, dissatis
faction with the new tariff law, dis
row,
gust over the Balllnser-Pincho- t
or disapproval of the course of the ad
ministration?
No; none of these
things constituted a material menace
to party suocess. They would have
only an inconsequential bearing upon
the November outcome at most. The
trouble was. and the governor minced
no words ln disclosing It, that the of
fices were not being distributed right
ly. Beveridge was not toting fair
with other leaders. He was making
mistakes in giving postofnee plums
usufruct, and
deputy collectorshlp
minor spoils to individuals who had
not earned such rewards. If it be not
stopped, the administration must be
prepared for the worst.
"And that is what is the matter
with the Grand Old Party in Indiana!
"We submit the case to the read
er's own appraisement. Far he it from
our desire to meddle In it or take
sides. We summarize It only for the
purpose of illustration to throw a
sidelight on Mr. Taft's dally life and
emphasize the trials and tribulations
involved In being President of the
United States."

ASSESSMENTS AND TAXES.
District Attorney C. (i. Ward ln
a communication to-- the Las Vegas
Optlo asserts that "no enforcement
of the present tax laws, no system of
legislation, no action on the part of
county and territorial boards of equalization can result in equable assessment and collection of taxes until a
limit to tax lovlos has been fixed by
the legislature. Furthermore, it will
be impossible for the most earnest
and intelligent assessor to secure descriptions of property that will stand
the test of law, until the counties have
been accurately surveyed."
A limitation of the tax rate and an
official survey of each county, are
both greatly to be desired, but because
rtlie territory has neither should efforts at equalization and at the col- -'
lection of taxes cease? There are
states which have a tax limitation, but
that Is not helping them any to equalize assessments or to prevent delinquent tax accounts. Mr. Ward discloses the real cause, when he says that
"Ihe human element" Is the difficulty
and It Is the difficulty ln the enforcement of all legislation. It Is tho difficulty In enforcing the Sunday laws,
g
the saloon restriction laws, the
l
laws, tho
toting
laws, and the laws against other
crimes as well as the regulations that
govern civilized communities. This Is
one of the reasons that there are public prosecuting officers who are to
overcome this tendency of the human
element to evade and to disregard
laws, and for that, reason, the territory of New Mexico looks to the district attorneys to use every weajion
that the law gives them to enforce
equal assessment and the collection of
taxes. No one denies that theoretically and practically, this will always
be a difficult matter, In fact Impossible, but that Is no reason why each
officer should not strive to get as near
to Ideal conditions as the human element and the law will permit.
However, District Attorney Ward Is
one of the most energetic of New Mexico's district attorneys in going after
delinquent tax payers. His commuul-catlo- n
throws much light upon the assessment and tax questions as it really
exists and not as theorists think it
is and his recommendations should be
heeded. If other district attorneys
were as energetic in this matter, a
large part of $2,000,000 ln delinquent
be
taxes now" outstanding would
speedily collected and placed in the
proper fundSj
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people
.
01
"
a
Is
seet,,ln
to
corP-w.about to redeem its
mM
applicants for examination publican party
still living are; Henry L. Waldo; L. mission
serve only seven lands for federal reclamation
fl"dln,B
vember, would
pro- a duly to the nation."
to statehood, but much
Incompetency among the
months In 1911, and the Delegate to
Th fenerai .ornmni re- The Washington Post errs when it Bradford Prince; William A. Vincent, for enumerator on February 1, and pledges as
for the future of the common
Congress only five months. However, serves for Itself all lands for the de- - Democratic officials. One $3,000 a year Imagines that New Mexico will be a Ellsha V. Long and Thomas J. Smith. scores of cards failed to reach their
g report to Democratic state. This will not
6, arriving wealth as to how those pledges are
On March 1, Governor Mills will be destination by February
it Is unlikely, that the new state will velopinent of water power. No mon- - orac,al wrote we
hap
be launched before New Year's day ey shall ever be taken from one fund "yBor. m response to a aemana 10 pen for many years to come if ever added to these, Judge William H. too late to do the applicants any good. fulfilled. No doubt, New Mexico
wants and Its needs
1912, and possibly not until March 4, for denoslt In anv other or for any explain nis amies
and even Arizona may be counted as Pope then succeeding him as chief Instead of curtailing the mall facilities knows better Its
be
1912.
general busness off water rejeter, safely Republican. But otherwise the Justice. ' Governors
other object than for which the lands
and with such important towns like Taos, than any one else, but there must
Sheldon
The state under the Beveridge bill are granted. It is made the duty of seen ,hat a" derks rive on time. Seen Post is right.
Tlfflmton are both ln Los Angeles. a county seat and doing a tremendous official and unified expression of those
the
demands and for that purpose
receives two more school sections in the attorney general of the United
tney do duty every day. Seen all
Judge Vincent Is In Chicago and business, they should be Improved.
is called at
every township, receives grants of States to prosecute any violations of permit to take out meter. Seen that
Chaves county for one, objects to Judge Smith at Warrenton, Va. The There should he a dally automobile meetinir of the committee
this
time, to formulate a policy that
land for Its state Institutions but the the conditions of this grant.
send out bills. Seen thaf ennstructh- the abandonment of the Lake Urton others are all in New Mexico.
There mall service from Santa Fe to the
or
11.
3,300,000 acres for the payment of terThe lands shall be selected un- - erg pay bills every day to settle all project, the completion of which would seems to be no reason why not every Taos valley, on its way serving such will bear the stamp ot approval
ritorial and county debts, provided by der the direction of the secretary ot disputes. Seen all bids & complaints mean so much to eastern New Mexico. one of these should be Invited and be Important points as Santa Cruz and the dominant political party ln the
Other matters of importTerritory.
the Hamilton bill, are cut out. Okla- the interior by a commission com- - look after. Seen Joe Mole and Malore There should be an equitable divis
present at the inauguration.
Owing Penasco.
ance will be discussed, for It has been
homa received $5,000,000 cash from posed of the governor, surveyor gen- - every day,"
ion of the waters of the Pecos but to the
and
kaleidoscopic
rapid
quite some time since the committee
Uncle Sam; New Mexico, the step- eral and attorney general. The fees
If this had happened In New Mux- - law and equity must govern.
How- changes in governors since Governor
The attempt of one man to force
s met and events have been trans
child. Is not to receive a cent.
to be paid the register and receiver Ico, Senator
Beveridge would havo ever, the Pecos is one of those streams Otero retired iu 1900, the list of
of
the
San
Marine
the
discontinuance
since then which are of prime
There are eighteen sections In the for the selections Is to be $1 for every placed another restriction on Span- - thnt like the Ulo Grande renews itpiring
will Include six names on itarium for Tuberculosis at Fort Stanbill relating to the admission ot New 100 acres.
politically and otnerwise,
magnitude,
fsh speaking people of the territory ln self perennially and It is quite possiMarch 1, more than falls to the aver ton, Lincoln
county, should not be TSverv member nf the committee,
Mexico and It Is pleasing to note that
12.
The act shall not affect any his statehood bill.
ble that the construction of large irage state where the term of chief countenanced by the federal govern therefore, should come to Santa Fe on,
none of them propose tho Infamy of pending litigation to which the Unl-- i
;
rigation works at the head of the executives Is four years.
ment. The great success that attend- that day, and If unable to come, to
a change In name for the common- ted States Is a party.
"The wicked flee when no man river will have no If any adverse ined the work of Doctor Carrlngton send bis nroxv. so that the expres
13.
wealth, or other propositions, which
New Mexico shall be one Judl- - pursueth," might bo applied to tho fluence upon Irrigation further down
should not be permitted to come to sion of opinion and the action taken
Tho Republican Club at Albuquermight have been unacceptable. There clal district with regular terms of jobbers in the stock market who see except to make the water supply
are some provisions that can hardly federal court on the first Monday In phantoms whenever
lay be thoroughly representative.
que has issued a call for a "get to- naught upon the Teport or on account
legislation af-- more regular and reliable and preventhave the effect of law but are more April and first Monday In October, fectlng corporations Is discussed at ing disastrous floods,
Santa Fe hasn't of the 111 will of one man. The govIs pretty gether" meeting.
It
In the line of a contract with
the the court to convene nt the Capital.
The statehood outlook from the In
Washington. It Is absurd to believe well established, for Instance, that even a Republican Club to get togeth- ernment can easily ascertain that the
new state. The capital
14.
Provides for the transfer of that President Taft and the Repuhll-cause- s every drop of the water in the Rio er, an oversight that must be rem- Sanitarium at Fort Bayard, which is side looks more favorable than from
question is
left wide open by the mere provision
from the territorial to tho can administration would deliberate-stat- Grande ln the White Rock Canon edied within the next few monthB. similarly situated to that at Fort Stan- the ou'slde, wherein the situation difthat Santa Fe is to remain the Capital
and federal courts.
ly Injure the business Interests of the might be used for Irrigation In and Santa Fe has more at stake In ton, has been doing wonders in the fers radically from that ln past years
until the people of the state see fit to
15.
Defines the Jurisdiction of the nation.
were
No
corporations around Albuquerque and yet the flow the political developments of the next cure of consumption, or at least, in when the outside Indications
change the location. One hundred courts.
need fear the consequences
of the of the river not be adversely affected two years than any other place in the relieving many cases, that were hope- hopeful while those on the inside were
thousand dollars are appropriated
16.
to
Provides for the election of administration measures,
at the Elephant Buttes.
two territories.
from
the
less
start,
pessimistic.
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LIVELY

BACK FROM

DEBATE OVER
ADDITIONAL
CENSUS BILL.

DEFICIT DOUBLED

AN ERA OF

RE

IN- -

$8,000 FOR TWO

Paiset It After Listening to
Charge or Partisans Activity of
Certain Congressmen In the
Matter.

ISIG1

Governor Curry Found Statesmen Decidedly Friendly
to New Mexico
SmiSFnCTORYJiBLING
Remarkable Incorporation
cords for the past Eight
Year Compiled

ACT

Re-

Washington, Feb. 3. A lively political debute occupied nearly the
time of the House yesterday dur
ing the consideration of a bill to
amend the census law, so as to provide
an enumeration of animals slaughter
establish
ed In country butchering
ments and of hides produced la such
establishments,
ot Indiana, ex
Mr. Crumpucker
plained that this amendment was to
give accurate Information on a sub
ject upon which there had been much
political speculation.
With this amendment and others
providing for an enumeration ot land
under irrigation and In regard to ir- rigauon projects, me um wtw jiubbuu.
Reading a letter said to have been
written by Representative Crowe of
Missouri, telling one of bis constitu
enit that If be should receive an ap
nolntment as a census enumerator he
WOuld have lo ascertain the relative
strength ot "insurgents" and regular
Republicans, Representative Robinson
o Arkansas attacked the census bill.
Th lt,,ter wa ln tne form 0f a
newspaper clipping and contained the
etateinent nat u,e Work the census
emimertttor wol,m have to do would

Governor Curry returned yesterday
. m
m Washington. His vis
it to the capital will be fruitful In resuits to New Mexico in more man
reanert. He assisted greatly In
clearing away much misconception
about recent
and misinformation
He brought
events In New Mexico.
to successful conclusion many mat-- '
ters pending In the departments. Ho
convinced hlmBelf that the feeling In
the national capital Is really very
friendly to the Territory ana mat
President Taft as well aB tne senate
are Just as anxious to fulfill the party
pledges regarding statehood as was
the House. "I believe that a satlsfae- Buch
tory statehood bill will Dfl passea,
any cnthuslastic Republln. can wlll ue
not jn any
said the Governor this morning,
gad to do
as
session
the
ln
as
not
be
early
may
conflict with your duty as an
bad been anticipated but It will be emimeratorbefore Congress adjourns, wun ueiK a)go 8t&ted (hat tnl(J work wolld
gate Andrews and Hon. Charles
be outlined to the candidate before
Spless, Governor Curry worked
his appointment so that he need not
-c- ept the appointment if he did not
desire to do what was asked of him.
Z
?
,
........
"v
inai in is cuumj rii
Still reading from the letter, Mr.
The Governor did everything In hia Robinson
quoted a statement to the
power, to assist New Mexico's dele- effect
that the writer wanted to know
gate ln smoothing the pathway for whether the voters were "Insurgents'
--- - uueuuuu Innlulntlnn atlA ntllOf milt,
ihi . ters In which the Territory is vitally w
- lection was great enough to take them
lnhad
interested. He
very pleasant
,iih President Taft. Cabinet out of the party altogether.
i
Representative Bartholdt of Mis- mn.a Qnanva a n A Pntl PT Pastil PTI
souri, calling attention to the absence
Many Corporation Filings.
Air.
E. C. Burke, In the office of Terri- - ot his colleague, Mr. Crowe, said
torlal Secretary Nathan Jaffa has Just Crowe evidently spoke for himself
completed a compilation of the corpo- - only and in no way spoke for the apratlons of the Territory and finds that pointing power of the census,
"The director of the census would
during the past eight years the niimber of Incorporations exceeded the authorize no man to give such lnfor- corporatlon filings of the preceding matlon." said Mr. Bartholdt. "He
37 years, which Is a good indication wrote the letter without authority. He
of the Territory's growth and prog- - merely exerted his authority lu rep
ress during the recent Republican ad- - resenting the administration,
'
ministrations.
Mr. Booher of Missouri, said he
to the
'would offer an amendment
Incorooratlon.
The Graaf Dry Goods Company ot pending bill tmiosing a fine of tl.OOO
E17 Sixth street, Las Vegas,
today or imprisonment for the year upon any
filed Incorporation papers, the capi- - census employe who should ask any
25 person any question relating to his
Into
divided
talization being J25.000
shares. Juke Graaf is designated as politics.
New Mexico's agent The following are
"Does the gentleman think that the
the incorporators and directors: Aaron secretary of commerce and labor was
i
M. Adler 100 shares; Julius Uraaf
ny wav responsible for these stateshares; Jake Graaf 49 shares; Minnie ,.,. iv Mr. Crowe?" inquired Rep- Cellars 1 share and William J. Lucas ri.Seutative Uardner (Mass.), address- share- Ing Mr. Booher.
"i have a resolution to be voted on
Applied for Admission.
The Government Surety and Casu- tn inquire of the secretary whether
Mr
s tne case,
responded
alty Company Of New York today ap- plied to Insurance Commissioner Ja- Booher.
to
do
for
cobo Chaves
permission
In au extended speech, Mr. Sims
business In New Mexico.
(Tenn) declared if a
Land
Las
at
Cruets
Entries
January
cMn8 was desired the administration
Office,
should appoint Republicans and Demo- During January there were Bled up- - craU tQ d0 tne work ot tne census.
ofon at the
Cruces federal land
Gainos
(W. Va.),
Re)resentotive
flee, one of Ave In the Territory, 19.- - Lanley (K
and
CmmpackeT
were
211, acres of which 9,000 acres
enumeration
ft non.partlsau
for 62 original homestead entries. Ten
ceMu9 wou)d be mad(J ,f Re.
commuted homestead entries cover- appointed,
desert
ng 1,6 00 acres, twentymo
cu.
ed
one
land entries
sulervlHfr was not
Repub,,.
s
coal declaratory statement covering
"
Mann (III.).
entries, can at all said Mr.
(140 acres, were among the
"Was bo a Democrat?' asked Mr.
There are pending in the office 147
contests, 42 of them instituted by the "ucker (M.)
"We call him a Democrat,
.
government.
Mr- Mann.
Good Roads' Work on Nogal Hill.
Charging that a rule of the census
Assistant Road Engineer Lewis af- ter sixty days work on the Carrlzozo- - provided that ln the south negroes
Roswellroad has graded Picacho hill should be apointed to enumerate
Hardwick
and work is now to be begun on Nogal negroes, Representative
hill. After this has been graded, the (Ua.), declared it was oemg none 10
other work Is comparatively easy.
'rally the colored vote and to rally
colored delegates in the national conRequisition Issued.
vention of the Republican party."
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa on
for Representative Madden (111.) said
papers
requisition
Saturday issued
..
eiinoi-vlunr. .nt thfl eenailR Were- &D- a man named Mcuoweu, unaer arresti .
political consldera- at Denver where he went on his pointed without knew
that was the
honevmoon trip with his bride and Hon, saying he
Ho did not believe
who Is wanted at Eaton on the charge case in Chicago.
of a cltlzen Bhould be a bar
the ""
of embezzlement.
in taking census.
.
I "Men," he said, "should be taken as
siiriiR kings DAUGH- TER TO WED. men, regardless of their color as of
their creed."
While Repreesltatlve Kelfer of Ohio
n
New York, Feb. 8. Miss Electra was speaking of the
Havemeyer, daughter of the late H. O. character of the "census takers,"
Havemeyer, the "sugar king," and Renresentntlve Heflln (Ark.), InterJames Watson Webb will be married nvlei t0 ask whether he would ap- church.
today ln St. Bartholomew's
to enumerate the white
pot negroea
Miss Havemeyer will have her cousin,
Q( the gouth ,f he mai do 80.
pe0),e
Miss Louise Jackson, for her maid of
If thpJf were a wpU aiiauned as
honor, and her sister, Mrs. Peter H. B. (h0 wnlte8 j would," replied Mr.
as ncs matron oi Klefer.
Frelingbuysen,
honor. The bridesmaids will Include
"The President asked me to sugMiss Margaret Dix, Miss Anita Pea- gest some good man for supervisor of
,
.
Miss
and
Cowdln
,
,
body, Miss Ethel
supervisor
vv. newaiu
Katharine s. Aittruury.
who died," sold Mr. Hamlin (Mo.).
brother's
his
act
'as
will
W bb, Jr.,
"But he insisted that he must he a Rebest man, and" among the ushers will publican and I told hlm I had no adL,
Robert
Bacon,
be Vanderbllt Webb,
vice to give."
Joseph W. Burden, George Whitney,
(Texas),
Hardy
Representative
Tames J. HIgglnson, Jr., Gordon Ab- claimed that
partisanship was the
Tra-cyfErnest
and
Roome
Howard
bott,
keynote of federal appointments in
The ceremony will be perform- his state.
ed by the Rev. Dr. R. Hober Newton,
assisted by the Rev. Dr. Endlcott Pea-bodIt troubled with indigestion, constiof Groton, Mass. The reception pation, no appetite or . feel bilious,
which follows at the home of the give Chnraberluln's
Stomach and
bride's mother, Mrs. H. O. Have liver Tablets a trial and you will be
ue
Vl O
TllOflS tab"
meyer, In East uutn. street, win
nlnnorl
very Rmnll, on account of the death of Ma ,nvgnrato the stomach and liver
McK.
Hamilton
Twombly.
A ..rn,r,liell ,ho digestion.
Sold by
all druggists,
PHYSICIANS IN SESSION.
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ARE

COMING.

New York, Feb, 8. Classy bow- Richmond, Va., Fob, 8. Many phyin town
siclons are in attendance today at the wows are beginning to arrivo
e
Modlcal As- - today from kennels all over the
session of the
try and miil display their charms at
the national bench show ot the West- minister Kennel Club at Madison
Sore Lung, and Raw Lung..
Garden tomorrow,
know the feeling, and Square
The entry list is the largest ln the
the mlsernblo state of ill health It indicates All people should know that history of the club. The entries
20 bloodhounds,
Honey and Tar, the greatest tal 3,507, Including7J
Great Danes, 1S2
throat and ltius remedy, will quickly 76 St. Bernards,
140 beagles, 185
cure the soreness and cough and rq- sporting sponlels,
158 French
a normal condition. Ask for lies, 203 bulldogs,
23 Doston terriers and 151 Pom- Honey and Tar. Sold by all dogs,
eranlans,
druggists.

IF
IS CURTAILED.

FOR

FINGER TIPS

LENT

Archbishop Pitaval's Letter Senator Aldrich Wants to Get Jose R. Valencia Sues the
at Reasons for Government
Sanitary Meat and LiveRead in Catholic Churches
stock Company.
Extravagance
Yesterday
HOW

.TO

SJCTIFY

SEASON

Faithful Are Advised to Abstain
From Worldly Amuse-merits.

The yearly lettor on Lenten regulations of Archbishop Pitaval ot the
of Santa Fe was read in
all the Catholic churches in the archdiocese yesterday. At the Cathedral
the letter was read in Spanish at all
the masses except the 9:30 mass when
It was read In English. The "letter
calls attention to the fact that all
Catholics are obliged to fast during
Lent unless they are doing hard labor
or are In delicate health.
however,
By special dispensation,
worklngmen of the arch diocese are
allowed to eat
ivery day ln the
week except Ash Wednesday, the Fridays of Lent, and the Wednesday and
Saturday of Holy Week.
The Letter.
The letter Is as follows:
1. The following are the fast days
during the year:
(a) All days In Lent, Sundays excepted;
(b) The Ember days;
(c) The Vigils (eve) of Pentencost,
Assumption, All Saints and Christmas.
2. All Calhollcs who have completed their 21st year of age, and who
have not entered yet their 60th, are
obliged to feast.
3.
Exempted from the obligations
of fasting are all persons who do
hard labor, the sick, the convalescent,
those of a weak constitution, and in
general all who cannot fast without a
grievous detriment to their health
and occupations.
4. In case of doubt as to the obligation of fasting, the Rev. Pastor or
Confessor should be consulted.
6. By special dispensation:
(a)
those to fast are allowed to eat flesh
means
on
at
all
meat, during Lent,
Sundays, and at the principal meal on
Mondays,
Tuesday, Thursdays and
Saturdays, with the exception of the
second and last Saturdays, on which
abstinence from flesh meat 1b of obligation for all.
(h) Those who are either excused
or dispensed from fasting may eat
flesh meat at all meals on Sundays.
Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays of Lent, except the second
and the last Saturdays, on which abstinence from flesh meat is of obligation for all.
6. Hence, all Wednesdays and Fridays In Lent, os also the second and
the last Saturdays of Lent; likewise,
each one of the Ember days and of
the Vigil days mentioned in No. 1 are
days of abstinence from flesh meat
for all.
7. On tost days, and even on Sundays of Lent, neither those who are
obliged to fast nor the others are allowed to eat flesh meat and flsh at the
same meal.
8. By a special Indult granted and
and renewed to the Bishops of the
United States by the Holy See, we
permit all the working men of our
arch dloccpe, mechanic, agricultural
or otherwise, when at work, to eat
meat at all meals, they and all the
members rf their families, on all days
of fast and abstinence, with the exception of Ash Wednesday, Christmas
Eve, the Wednesday and Saturday of
the Holy Week, the Fridays of all
Ember weeks, and all the Fridays of
Lent.
Rules for Lent.
The following are a few rules of
life for sanctifying the Holy Season
of Lent, recommended by the church :
1. To
abstain from intoxicating
drink and from all kinds of gluttony;
to
abstain from worldly amusealso
ments.
2. To hear mass, If possible, even
on week days.
:,
To assist regularly at all the
services of Lent; particularly at the
special instructions, as announced by
your Pastor, and at the Stations of the
Cross, on Fridays.
4. To give alms, especially If one
does not fast.
6. To prepare one's self for the ful
fillment of the Easter
duty, which
consists in a good confession, and ln
the Paschal Communion, in one's own
parish. '(The time. to fulfill that duty
extends from the first Sunday In Lent
to Trinity Sunday, both Sundays included.)

Finally, to avoid sin, either in
thoughts, words or deeds, since sin
has been .the cause of the death of Our
Divine Lord Jesus Christ, Whose Passion Is commemorated during Lent;
and because this is the time at which
sinners have to turn from their evil
6.

ways.

PUBLIC

UNEXPECTED

SESSION made

A

BfiEflK

FOR

LIBERTY

Two Bundles of Documentary But Convict Did Not Reckon on
Evidence from Depai iment
Height of Wall or Hardness
of the Interior.
of Ground.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 5. In
effort to put an end to government
extravagance and waste, Senator Ald-r- l
:h today reported from the committee on public expenditures the bill
providing for appointments of a 'commission to make investigation and to
suggest needed reform.
The commission will consist of nine
members, three from the Senate, three
from the House and three to be appointed by the President.
Unexpected Public Session.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 5. An unexpected session of the Ballinger-Pln-cho- t
committee was held this morning, following the receplt from the interior department of two bundles of
documentary evidence called for by
Mr. Brandeis, attorney
representing
Louis R. Glavls. After considerable
discussion! It was decided in order to
save time, that the papers could be
examined by the attorneys as fast as
the clerks scheduled them. The brief
session was marked by two Interesting Incidents, Gilford Pinchot making
his first announcement, and John J.
Vertrees making his first appearance
as chief counsel for Secretary Balllng-er- .
Mr. Pinchot asked that Nathan A.
Smythe of New York, be added to the
counsel as his personal representative. Representative Denby questioned Mr. Pinchot as to what angle of the
case his testimony will be directed.
"The story I have to tell," replied Mr.
Pinchot, "is my connection with conservation. "And that includes the
Alaskan coal land cases and water
Senator
interjected
powe? sites,"
Sutherland. Pinchot answered: "Yes.''
PinMr.
The committee agreed that
chot will not be called until after the
cross examination of Mr. Glavls in
concluded.
Sixth Land Office for New Mexico.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 5. Delegate W. H. Andrews, of New Mexico,
has presented a bill authorizing a
bond issue of the city of Gallup for
reservoir purposes. It provides "that
the board of trustees of the city of
Gallup, McKlnley county, N. M., is
authorized to Issue bonds on that city
In the sum ot 120,000 for the con
that the
struction of a reservoir;
bonds may be ln such denomination
as the board may prescribe, and shall
bear no more than 6 per cent per an
num, and shall not be sold for less
than theolr par value." It further pro
vides that the bonds shall be made
payable in thirty years, with an option
on the part of the city to pay any or
all of them after ten years from date
of their Issue.
has another
Delegate Andrews
measure to create an additional land
district in New Mexico, to be known
as the "Clovis land district."
Postmasters appointed ln New Mexico: Goldie G. Thompson at Holland;
William
H. Johnson at Iewiston;
Mark T. Nix at Rosebud, Union county.
SOCORRO

ARRESTED

MAN

FOR STEALING A GUN.

Peralta Arrested Near Martinez, Bernalillo County and
Taken to Gem City.

Manuel

,

i

Albuquerque, N. M Feb. 4. Deputy
Sheriff Alfredo Baca yesterday mornnear
ing arrested Manuel Peralta,
Martlneztown, charged with the lar
ceny of a gun from Eplmenlo Baca,
for
in December last. The warrant
Peralta'8 arrest was issued on December 28 before Justice of the Peace
Estevan Flores at Socorro. Peralta
managed to get out of town before
the warrant was served on him and
has since escaped arrest. Yesterday
morning, however, Deputy Baca saw
Peralta walking on Mountain road,
bound for the sandhills. When he saw
the officer, Peralta began to run. Baca
called upon hlm to halt, but he failed
to do so and it was necessary for the of
ficer to draw a gun before the man
would consent to submit to arrest.
Sheriff Geronlmo Sanchez of Socorro
county was notified ot the man's ar
rest by telephone nnd arrived here
this morning to take him back to So
corro to stand trial.
You economize greatly when using
coffee
substitute
Dr. Shoop's new
every
known to first class grocers
where as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee.
A 25c 1
pound package gives 100
cups of a wonderfully satisfying table
malt,
drink.
Pure toasted
grains
Coffee a
nuts, etc., give to Health
wholesome, and satisfying taste and
And there is not a grain of
flavor.
it. Besides, Health
real coffee In
Coffee is "made In n minute." No 20
Sold
30
to
minutes tedious boiling.

These regulallons and counsels will
be read to the faithful in the Parish
Churches on Quinquagesiina Sunday
and ln the mission chapels at tho first
convenient opportunity.
by Frank Andrews.
LONG PERIOD OF DRINKING
OPEN NEW BOXING CLUB.
WINDS UP WITH SUICIDE.
first-clas- s
8.
Some
Now York, Fob.
Gunnison, Colo., Feb. 5. Remorsefistic amusement is expected toful and dospondent following a long
when the Brotixwood Athletic
period of drinking, Ed Howgate, a pio- night
neer resident of this district commit- Association pulls oft Its first stag at
N. Y.
ted suicide at Pariln, twelve miles Wllllanisbrldgo,
resiMany of the
east of here. He tied a strip of bed
section
quilting to the trigger of a shotgun dents of the Wllllamsbridge
and discharged the weapon, shooting have postponed their trip to Palm
Beach in order to give their
oft the top of his head.
rags a workout at the rlgslde in the
Bronxwood club house.
Hoarse Coughs, Stuffy Colds,
are Johnny Moran nnd Tommy Stagg
lungs,
pain in chest and sore
act for the
symptoms that quickly develop Into a will furnish a
no redangerous Illness If the cold Is not main event. Edillo Sherman,
nnd Willie Faust,
cured.
Foley's Honey and Tar stops lation to the general
the cough, heals and eases the con- no relation to the nmslcnl guy or Lot.
in the
gested parts, and brings quick reliof. ta, will go six rounds
Sold by all druggists.

Suit for $S,000 damages was brought'
this forenoon in the district court for
Santa Fe county by Jose R. Valencia

against the Sanitary Meat and Live
stock Company, for injuries received
while working at a sausage machine.
Valencia claims that while he was
grinding meat, the board ln the floor
on which he was standing gave way
aud as he clutched at the machine,
the tips of two ot hU fingers were
cut oil maiming him for life; he
claims that he had called the attention ot the manager to the detect ln
the floor but that it had not been re
paired and that the accident was
therefore due to the negligence of
his employers.
Another Insurance Company Coming,
The general agents for Texas of
the New Hampshire Fire Insurance
Company of Manchester, New Hamp
shire, have asked Superintendent of
Insurance Jacobo Chaves for Information as to the conditions under
which they would be given permis
sion to operate ln New Mexico.
Convict Made Futile Attempt to
Escape.
A convict by the name of Blakely,
serving two years and whose term
In December,
would have expired
made an attempt to escape from the
penitentiary this morning and in consequence lies at the penitentiary hos
pital with a compound fracture of a
He was fireman In the brick
leg.
plant which is near the enclosing
walls of the grounds and succeeded
in placing a ladder against the wail.
He managed to reach the top and
jumped aud sustained a compound
fracture.
Increase of Capital.
The French Land and Irrigation
Company of French, Colfax county,
today filed ln the office of Territorial
Secretary Nathan Jaffa, a certificate
changing its charter in regard to the
preferred and common stock, the total authorized Issue to be fliOO.OOO
divided Into 3,000 shares.
Assests by Mounted Police.
The three Kloke boys, who have a
saloon at Glorieta, in Santa Fe county, were arrested by Mounted Police-ma- n
Rafael Gomez on the charge of
burglarizing the store of J. W. Harrison at Pecos.
Mounted Policeman Fred Hlgglns
reports that he arrested J. W. Miller
on a cattle stealing charge in the
New
Plains country of southeastern
Mexico.

Parole Board.
The territorial parole board was ln
session yesterday at the penitentiary.
Board of Water Commissioners.
The territorial board of water commissioners Is in session this afternoon
in the office of Territorial Engineer
Vernon L. Sullivan, to consider
a
number of appeals.
JOHN

P. WAGNER

IS

PRESIDENT.
At a largely attended meeting of
the stockholders of the Sacramento
Valley Irrigation Company held today
the folowlng were elected directors
for the ensuing year: John P. Wagner, Santa Fe; Dr. W. L. Bullls, Aller-tola.; A. G. Wldmer, Centervllle,
la.; A. C. Palmer, Sabetha, Kan.; F.
D. Pelletler, Kansas City, Mo.; Josoph
B. Campbell, Kansas City, Mo., and A.
J. Johnson, Wahoo, Neb.
The directors then elected the following officers for the ensuing year:
John P. Wagner, president; W. L.
A. G. Wldmer,
Bullls,
secretary, and F. D. Pelletler, trea
urer.
The Sacramento Valley Irrigation
Company Is a million dollar corpora
tion, organized In 1907 and since It
has been under the direction of President Wagner, its affairs have been
busconducted ln a strictly
iness manner.
More people are taking Foley's
Kidney Remedy every year. It is con
sidered tho most effective remedy for
all kidney and bladder troubles that
medical BCience can devise. Foley's
Kidney Remedy corrects irregularities, builds up the system and restores
lost vitality. Sold by all drugglstB,
LANGFORD

TO FIGHT.

Los Angeles, Cal., Feb 8. "Sam"
I.angford will meet ."Jim" Flynn In a
bout before tne Pacific
Const Athletic Club of Log Angeles
In December, 1908, Langford knocked Flynn out ln a round at San Francisco which
probably means that
Flynn will be nn easy mark in to-

night's encounter.

An attack of the grip is often followed by a persistent counh, which to

many proves a groat annoyance.
Chamberlain's' Cough Remedy has
been extensively use nnd with good
success for the rcMef and cure of this
cough.
Many cases have been .cured
after all other remedies had fulled.
Sold by all druggists.
LONG DISTANCE

BALLOON

FLIGHT POSTPONED.
San Antonio, Tex., Feb. 8. Telegrams urging bis Immediate presence
in New York have caused Clifford I).
Harman, owner of tho nerostat New
York to postpone his attempt to lift
the Lahn cup for the long distance
record. The balloon Is stored here.
It Is expected that the flight will bo
made towards the end ot March.

PREPARING FOR

The
Washington, D. C. Feb.
enormous benefits of advertising to
THE INAUGURATION
the revenues of the United States
postofflce department are sot forth ln
a statement to th congressional com-mi- l'
are Appoint
e now investigating postal rates,
ed and Tentative Program
ChiH.
of
ed
Currier
by George
prep;,
is Arranged
cago, ) lbllsliJer of "Woman's World,"
which i rnior Senator William E.
Mason pmonted to the committee.
EVENT
BE BRILLIANT
Mr. Cm .sir cites figures to prove WILL
that the deficit of the postofflce department would be three or four times
greater but for the Immense revenues Large Crowds are Expected From
from the first, third and fourth class
La Vegas, Albuquerque
directly created by the advertising in
and Other Cities
now
the publications which
comprise
the bulk of mails carried at second
A meeting of the executive comclass rate. Mr. Currier's statement
incidentally gives new Information mittee having In charge the Inaugural
was held yesterday afterconcerning an inquiry into the same exorcises
noon In the office ot Mayor Jose D,
subject made in 1900.
Sena at the Capitol. Territorial Sec"If monthly publications, which, acretary Nathan Jaffa was in the chair
recent
to
figures, comprise and Paul A. F. Walter was elected
cording
most of the second class mall, were
secretary to the ccmmltf"e. It was
entirely eliminated, the deficit in the resolved to have the inauguration
postofflce department would be three exercises at 12 o'clock noon on Marcn
or four times what It Is today," says 1. If the weather permits, tho exerMr. Currier.
cises are to be held on the Capitol
"The magazines stand to the
portico and steps In the presence ot
ln
same
the
an assembly of six or more thousand
exactly
department
light as the letters that merchants people, as all of the public, private
send out to secure business. The and church schools and government
profit comes in the returns. The schools will be asked to turn out. In
monthly publications create a wonder- case the weaher Is unpleasant, the
fully large amount of first, third and exercises will be held in the hall ot
fourth class postage upon which the Representatives in which case, the
adpotofflce department makes a revenue. space being so limited, cards ot
mission will be Issued.
These publications carry advertiseIn the evening a reception and In
ments that bring direct business replies, and these replies are one of the augural ball will be given at the Palgreatest factors In the Industrial suc- ace hotel. Admission to the reception
cess of today. The advertisements in will be free. To the ball the price of
monthly publications call forth circu- admission for each couple will be (5.
lar matter, catalogues and advertising It Is proposed to make this event the
data, as well as mailable merchandise. most brilliant socially ln the annals
will be
They are practically the only publica-- 1 of the Capital City and that
Board of
tions, with the exception of a few large going some. The Woman's
to
turnlBh
the re
will
be
asked
Trade'
weeklies, that carry this sort of adver
fresh ments at the ball.
tising.
Chairman Jaffa was directed to
Magazine! Swell Receipts.
communicate with Chief Justice W.
state"To prove that the above
J. Mills as to the plans of the comments are absolutely correct, let me mittee and ascertain bis wishes, and
an
cite the result of
investigation then was directed to name the comwhich took place in 190. A congres mittees. This work was not completsional committee was appointed to in ed, but the following chairmen were
vestigate the subject of a postofflce named, for each committee; Finance,
deficit, and at that time the Woman's Arthur Seligman; decorations, Jose
World communicated with the adver D. Sena; arrangements, R. P. Ervlen;
tisers whose advertisements appeared press, Paul A. F. Walter; music, A. L.
In the Woman's World for March, Morrison, Jr.; refreshments, Mrs. B.
1D0C.
Fifty per cent made affidavits M. Thomas; floor committee, Dr. J. A.
showing over $10,000 worth of first, Rolls; reception, Miguel A. Otero;
third and fourth class postage was master ot ceremonies, Adjutant Gencreated within thirty days after the eral R. A. Ford, assisted by his staff.
circulation of the March, 1906, Wo Another meeting will be held this afman's World. The second class post- ternoon at which time. Chairman
age on the above Woman's World was Jaffa will receive suggestions as to
of these
approximately $1,000. but the business the complete membership
it drew within thirty days was ten committees, which will then be antimes that amount. Is this making nounced.
Every effort will be made to make
money for the postofflce department,
or Is It losing it? No consideration the Inauguration of Governor Mills a
was taken of the money orders and notable one and it is expected that
registered letters also created. The a large crowd from Las Vegas, Albuquerque and other towns will be
figures speak for themselves.
"I believe there would be a falling present.
oft per day in the flrBt, third and
fourth class postage of about six hun MONEY NO LONGER
dred per cent more than was paid to
ROOT OF ALL EVIL.
mail 3,000,000 pounds of printed paper.
then
the
would
be
deficit
Where
Denver, Colo., Feb. 5. "Heavens!
"What would be the result upon the
May Buckley obtains a divorce on the
in
the
of
this
country
merchandising
ground that her husband was cruel to
curtailing of business to this enormous her. If a man who gives bis fiances a
amount? Just as we plant three pota- soul kiss,
lasting six minutes by the
to eyes ln a hill and secure a pall full clock, can be cruel to his wife, what
of potatoes, just so do the magazines can we expect of men who do not
sow the seed not only for business kiss at all?"
and general prosperity, but for a
This was the tenor of the exclama
profit to the postofflce department.
tion that went the rounds of the smart
"In America we boast that Intellect- set when It was learned that
May
uality Is approaching Its lenlth. and Buckley, the pride of Elltcb's Gar
yet we raise the voice of criticism dens during several seasons, and the
against the department that educates pet of Denver society, was ln San
with no word of criticism, for In- Francisco granted a divorce from
stance, for the department that sus- Charles Walter Martin Sabine, whom
tains the fighting machinery of this 8h married at the witching hour ot
government! We are taxed without midnight under the apple trees at
protest for war. but that particular Elitch's on June 2T, 1908. Although
department which encourages Intel the news of the divorce caused a
lectuality we would place under the sensation, the fact that the pretty
actress got the decree on the ground
ban!
of cruelty brought the greatest sur
Postoffice as Educator.
"The people of the United States prise. "I can scarcely believe that
have more to do with, come more in handsome young Englishman could
contact with and are more vitally In- have treated May cruelly," said one
terested in the postofflce department of her Denver friends last night.
Steel Magnate Wants Divorce.
than ln any other feature of the United
This department
States government
Reno, Nev. Feb. 5. Suit for divorce
decosts us less than several other
on the ground of desertion was filed
partments in Washington, but If the ln the district court here by James
it
postofflce deficit were 1100,000,000,
Gayley, second vice president of the
would be money well spent for the United States steel corporation.
enand
masses
the
the
education of
couragement of business.
Do you know that croup can be pre
"Tuke tho specific case ot the Wo- vented? Give Chamberlain's Cough
man's World which Is sending out Remedy as soon as the child becomes
over 2,300,000 copies of Its monthly is hoarse or even after the croupy cough
sue to the homes of the United States appears and It will prevent the atand Canada. For this magazine we tack. It Is also a certain cure for
get 25 cents a year. We are doing croup and has never been known to
what no magazine of J2 a year can full. Sold by all druggists.
ever hope to do, because we are reaching thousands upon thousands who PECOS WATER USERS
could not afford to. or who would not.
ELECTED OFFICERS FOR YEAR.
nt least, pay 2 a year to be educated
the
If
and benefited by clean readlnj.
Carlsbad, N. M., Feb. 5. The new
recond-class
privileges were abolish board of directors of Pecos Water
ed or radically changed, many or Users' Association under the Carlsthese people would be forced tl dls-- j bad project met yesterday and organcontinue the mngazine. This would ized for the yenr. T. J. Sanford is
not materially cripple the Woman's president, J. Boyd Allen vice presiAn organization that can se- dent, A. M. Hove, secretary and treasWorld.
thousand new sub- urer. The board recognizes the necure twenty-fivscribers a day for over thirty days at cessity of furnishing reliable informaa stretch, can maintain its supremacy tion to the new settlers and will conln the field even nt double the prlco tinue the work started by the old
now asked. The Injury conies to the hoard to obtain nnd distribute all the
people, the poorer classes, who always Information possible In regard to the
governmental growing of all crops suitable to this
suffer from radical
ellninte. The farmers under the prochances.
The rural free delivery system ject have become gradually interestcosts the government thirty millions ed In better farming and a number
of dollars annually, and this Is Includ of farmers
meetings have ulroady
Shall been held the past few weeks. The
ed In tho postofllce expense.
we, then, because It adds to the de- association Is assisting in carrying on
man this work of Instruction.
ficit, atrallsh It? No
would think of such a thing!"
TEXAS ONION CROP WILL
BE LATE THI8 YEAR.
with
feverlshnesa
Threntnnlnir
children is quickly nnd Bsfely calmed
Snn Antonio, Texas, Feb. 4. Owing
These little Cnndy
Preventlcs.
Cold Cure Tablets should always be to the cold weather which has prevailed in the onion districts this winter
is
nt hand for promptness
Preventlcs contain no qul- - this year's onion crop will be somepot nnt.
In acreage
nine, nnthlnc harHh or slckmlng. what lnte. The Increase
The v are Indeed "tho stitch in time." amounts to about 25 per cent- and
Car rled in pocket, or- purse. Proven- - tho Laredo crop is expected to reach
ties are a genuine snrogunrd against a total of 1000 cars or about a million
crates. Carload shipments may bo exColds, 25c. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.
pected about March 1.
3.
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In
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eeview
at
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Republican published
"Announcements at Washington of the victories that will make
New
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not
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ARIZONA SEEMS PLEASED.
by citizens of Arizona are more im- look for victory Is Bplemild for never
admission of New Mexico and Arizona.
Arizona loolts upon the Beverldge
portant at that end of the lino than before was the party so united, so
the Charleston, 8. C, News-Cour- - Bays
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
stnienooa urn witn Bremer eqiiu...they are here. A near view of some harmonious, so loyal to the organiThg ,s he way (mt th,s tamou8
Editor and President
candidates may act zation and the lenders, as at
of the would-bmlty thnn does isew Mexico, in tact, old southern Journal puts It:
present,
FRANK P. 8TURGES,
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ators who are still on the statehood can ticket tills fall, should be
boring territory that indicate that
United
in
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state
representation
fence.
ns a conservative
actually like It. It mny be the
estimate.
States Senate to the population of the
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
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ofllce,
the
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some
and
there, that causes the people to acwestern Demoagain because of the content-- , stnna lt y0 can hcl) )t for lf you
citizens of this territory who came cratic leadership Is beginning to ralcept cheerfully anything else Just so
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with the definite purpose of go- ly around the standard of
here
of
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relieved
to
be
as
present
at
Matter
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Governor
Fscond
Entered
to the Union. It is pointed perlittlvos and with Intimations as to
ing to the United States Senate from Harmon of Ohio. They look upon him
burden trusting that the next day's
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out
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what the time obtaining all that American pro- not at nil possible that there will be
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ilege of disagreeing with Collier's and now lt will cost possibly two or three Santa Fo has been doing to create lo- ducers ask for.
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line' will be second only In value to
the Roosevelt reservoir,
"All of this benefit is in Immediate
consummation
Its certain
Bight.
awaits onlv the granting of the de- sired right of way through the Gila
canon.

for the admission of the territories,
that Its purpose is to place the new
stale on a firmer foundation and
to afford surer safeguards for their
futuro."
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President Taft prolinbly has grown
tired of the men who make It their
officials
business to charge public
with all sorts of misdoings or oinls- 'Blons
for h Albuquerque Morning
Journal quotes liiiu as follows:
"All evidence must be weighed
broadly. It does no good to denounce
a person on the witness stand If he
testifies against you. The evidence
mU8t be wcghed
"When you criticize a poor devil
exercising a difficult responsibility
first give him the same benefit
joyed by every criminal that of reasonnble doubt,
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The appointment of Hon. L. O. Ful
len by Governor Curry to be district
attorney for Chaves, Eddy, Roosevelt and Curry counties. Is nn honor
worthily bestowed. Mr. Fullen not
only made an excellent record and
therefore lias the doslred experience
In this office, which he held before
the present incumbent superseded
him, but he is a man who has worked
up from the ranks, who has high
Ideals, whose repututlon is as clear
as his character, and who is one of
the coming, great men of the Torrltory. Mr. Fullen Is staunch in his adherence to Republican principles, is
loyal to tho Republican party organization, Is a polished and eloquent
speaker aud Is deservedly popular.
The district for which he will agalu
fill tho position of district attorney
has grown to be the most Important,
as far as volume and nnturo of business Is concerned, In the Territory,
and It takes a Btrong man, like Mr.
Fullen, to fill the place acceptably
Governor Curry is to be commended
for the excellent choice he has made,
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a
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mittee in charge of affairs, Howell
the administration of the city's finan no doubt among the richest ever cut the great mesa or table land, thus day,
Chlrlcachua nallonnl forest, Arizo Earnest and Sheriff Snyder, drove the
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The result of a reconnalsance made running and the
Mining right. It is thought the victims ran
out the country will act as patron- the total actual cost Is about 25 No, 98.
R. Campbell of the U. S. Geo- Company Is testing the ground on Its into a pocket of gas which ignited
esses. About 4,000 people expect to cenis per dozen. This menns that the
Dates of Sale: February 27th and by if.
Knit
claim
with a diamond drill to when It came In contact with the
consumer must pay from 28 to .10 28th, and March 1st, 1910. Roturn logical Survey places the areas underattend.
laid with coal at 870.400 acres, and test the copper Indications.
I Youcsn'tsowthlntlnsflnd .4jftk
cents per dozen. If the hens should limit March 3rd, 1910.
lamps. The explosion was In a remote
I reap hiis. H you plqntyJwa.
the available tonnage at thirty billion,
section and no others were Injured.
Ore Shipments From Lordsburg
suddenly become energetic and a big
ANOTHER 8PANI8H CABINET
Fifty-fou- r
I crow exactly what
enrs of ore were shipped
eight hundred and five million tons
HAS FALLEN. supply of fresh eggs should be dump
jk
a volume so stupendous as to be al- Inst mouth from Lordsburg, Grant AMERICAN GIRL CHARGED
ed upon the market the result would ENGINEER'S FOOT CRUSHED
BY FREIGHT CAR. most beyond mental grasp.
WITH DISSIPATION BY JAP.
This coal county, nnd fourteen cars during the
Premier Morest Pendergast Resigns be that fresh eggs would sell at a lower figure than the actual cost' of the
Dragged from the cab of his engine sufficient to wlthstnnd a drain of one first week of February from the Eighty-fDenver, Colo., Feb. 9. That Gohllo
Crisis Brought About By Right
Company, C. W. Marshals and Yamada, an American girl who took
storage variety. Practically all of the nnd one foot crushed beneath Its hundred million tons per annum for a ive
Wing of Liberals.
of 300 years, Is practically all W. T. Scarborough. That is an aver- for her husband Suyekl Yamada, one
Madrid, Feb. 9. The Spanish cabi eggs n cold storage are owuod by wheels when It grazed a freight car period
counage of two cars for every working of the lending Japanese residents In
net led by Premier Moret Pendergast western shippers and producers and In Union county, nenr Texllne, Texas, within the boundaries of Colfax
Colorado & Southern ty. This Is not conjecture; It Is ab- day thus far this year.
are
Deu ;er, has been addicted to the dope
in
a
the
at
time
when
a
Frank
was
storage
Street,
put
The
crisis
today.
Korry's J resigned
solute certainly.
Installing not Blast Smelter A. R. he; It, the drink habit and most other
brought about by the right wing of upply of fresh eggs Is so large all of engineer was taken to the Trinidad,
no
At
It cannot be sold.
other place In the world it Is Partridge Is installing a Partridge hot 1h jits acquired in living a fast life Is
Colo., hospital. He was leaning from
B the liberal party protesting against
KBRV 4 CO,
Local Geography.
the cnb nnd failed to notice that a claimed. Is there to be found bo grcnt blast smelter on the Bonney mine at the charge of Yamada In a divorce
the premier's alliance with the Re
As a departure In geography that Is freight car had not cleared the awltch. un extent of undisturbed and fully ex- - Lordsburg, Grant county.
complaint filed In the county court.
publicans.
RECEPTION TO CHIEF
H0U8E VOTES FIVE
MILLION FOR FORESTS.
JUSTICE MILLS AT CLAYTON.
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Personal Mention.

10,

1910,

of their wedding. The surprise
play
ed cards and enjoyed themselves thoroughly,
,

The prize winners at the card party
given
by Mrs. William Bradford
Prince Saturday were Miss Dryer,
who secured the first prise and Miss
Weltmer, who wag awarded the second
The affair proved a most en
prize.
joyable one.
George A. Ponieroy, a traveling
l .jsmun from Hockford, 111., is at the
Claire.
traveling
Among the other
men registered there yesterday were
F. I. Petershagen,
of Jeffersi
Mo.; H. H. McCortels, of North Caiv,
lln.f; H. C. Horner and A. W. Inderlled
of Denver.
0. A. Buder, nn attorney of St.
Louis, Mo., and G. A. Franz of Clifton,
Ariz., have been visiting Mrs. E. A.
Flske in this city. Mr. Franz, who is a
brother of Mrs. Flske, returned to
Arizona last night. Mr. Buder has
also returned to St. Iouis. They came
here on business as well as pleasure.
The dance given by the Woman's
Board of Trade Thursday night In
their building was a delightful affair
in which three or four score partlcl
The music was furnished by
pated.
Morrison's orchestra. This dance was
all the more enjoyed as it was the
last to be given before Lent.
Lupe Herrera, proprietor of the
from
Hotel Coronado, has returned
Juarez. Mexico, whee he went to
spend a few days' vacation. He was
accompanied by his family. Mr. Her
rera says (hat business seems to be
booming In Texas and in the Mexican
republic. He said that Just now the
attraction at Juarez Is horse racing.
The weather Is quite cool down there,
however, and flannel suits have not
yet made their appearance.

Heart Strength
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ARRANGEMENTS
Committee. Will Meet on Mon Irishman Saws Off End of
day to Formulate DeLog on Which He Was
finite Plans
Sitting and Falls

He is stopping at the Modem.
3. 1910. here.
THURSDAY FEBRUARY
,
vi.
U
i.cwiiant,
:
Colo.,
of
Alamosa,
C. H. Denilng
rst
who represents a wholesale grocery
iii.i.ih.ii'' .......
1
at the aiace.
,..... , iu " " n himlnpHa men here.
Is
at
GAS COMPANY AT ALAMOGORDQ
Francisco,
L. Nangle of San
Llenau. of the territorial
P. M.
Uie Modern hotel.
insurance department, has returned
'
itw jj Civil Service Examination Al
V. A. Thomson of Espanola, Is at from a visit to Los Lunas, Valencia
retnB
strengthen thaw ,&rvM
the Modern hotel.
county.
them as needed, with
at
is
of
Over the Territory for the
Denver,
R. A. Hamilton,
v 3. Warner nd r. E. Weckel,
;
Census.
the Coronado hotel.
men
from uenver win.
two
traveling
R B. Hines of El Paso, Is spendlifiS
have many friends hero are at the
a few days in the city.
Hons for the inauguration
Claire hotel.
H. S. Arnold is in town from his
of Governor Mills will begin in earnC. Hoppenrath, representing a hard
ranch on the upper Pecos.
CO.
STRIPLING BURROWS
est next week. Governor Curry will
are ware concern, and who is from PuebC. L. Cline and T. A. Segura,
return tomorrow and will take an enlo, Colo., is calling on business men
Las Vegans now in the city.
roads.
made over almost impossible
Chi- in the city.
of
part toward- making the Inauergetic
W.
Mrs.
J.
Crowley
Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Felix J. Wooawara 01 gural exercises of his successor note
of Chi
E.
Adkins
here.
Mrs.
friends
E
and
Mr.
are
visiting
cago,
Boston, are registered at the Palace worthy. A meeting of the executive
General Charles F. Ensley has re- cago, are sightseers In the city. Mr.
hotel. Mr. Woodward is a prominent committee will be held Monday after
Adkins Is a traveling salesman and
turned from a trip to Eatancia.
noon at four o'clock In the office of
mining man and owns property at
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Winterhoff, of has many friends In the Territory.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa,
R. R. Archer, representing the AlbuDenver, are visiting friends here.
jiwiira Tnhn B. MrFle came up from
General Charles F. Easley left last miernue Morning Journal, is in the
Incorporation Amendments.
AlbuEstancia on Saturday evening and
city in the interests of his paper. He
The Sanguljela Company of Las Veevening for Roswell going via
a
Claire.
the
afternoon
at
is
returned
registered
yesterday
na tmlav filed in the office, of Terri
querque.
mercourt will be in session probably a torial Secretary Jaffa amendments to
C. U Pollard, the Espanola
Bishop J. M. Kendrlck of the Epison last even- copal church, and the Rev. W. 8. Wararrival
an
was
week
longer.
chant,
its incorporation papers, adding to us
of
ren of Albuquerque, have returned to
H. O. Bursum, chairman
ing's D. & R. G. train.
Hon.
corporate purpose. Stephen B. Davis,
exProf. J. D. Tinsley, dry farming
Mm npnnhllcan
central committee of Jr., Is president, and H. W. Clark, sec,
Albuquerque after having attended to
was a important business in this city.
New. Mexico, was an arrival this af retary.
pert of the Santa Fe System,
"Teodoro Chacon, traveling salesvisitor In Las Vegas today.
ternoon, this being his first visit to
Incorporation.
Instruc
man for Apped Brothers, departed last
Santa Fe in several montns.
Superintendent of Public
Wnrnnratlnn naners were filed to
tion J. E. Clark left tnis morning uu night for Santa Fe, from which point
William H. Harrison, an old Bettler day by the Alamogordo Gaa Company
north
his
Taos.
to
he will continue
Journey
an overland trip
nt r.iartstnne. Union county, is
of Alamogordo, Otero county, the capTprritorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul overland. Mr. Chacon will be absent
Santa Fe on Irrigation matters. He italization Is JluO.000, divided Into 1,- lower
from
the
Las
weeks."
several
home
be
will
the
from
livan
city
ronnrts that the nrospects for early 000 shares, but the company begins
Pecos valley by the end of tne ween. Vegas Optic.
grass on the range are fine and that with a paid P capital of $2,000. The
"The district clerk, Mr. Shearon,
"Mrs. A. P. Gatchell, accompanied
Union county will have a very pros- Incorporators and directors are: R. G.
was on the sick list last night, but by her son, Guy Gatchell. and family
Violet Card Party This afternoon perous year.
Ferguson, 4 shares; Walter Harpster,
is at his post today." Estancia Daily and Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Dearth depart- at the home of her parents, Major and
John McCutchen, manager of the 1 share; F. A. Kitchen, 4 Bhares; E. K.
Herald.
ed this afternoon in return to Santa Mrs. Palen, Mrs. Hardlnge gave a circulation department of the W raso
the
Zimmermann, 4 shares; George Palda,
Inspector E. E. Van Horn of
Fe where they will remain for a few violet card party for some of the Timou i in tho cltv and was a caller 8
shares; A. F. Meager, 4 shares, the
will young people of the city. Those pres
Cattle Sanitary Board, was summon- daj-s- .
Mr. Gatchell and family
Mr.
Mexican.
New
of
the
the office
first four named being of Clovelnnd,
ed to Estancia this afternoon to testi- then return to their home In Albu- ent were Mrs. Wheelon, Mrs. Van- - at
well
throughout
known
la
McCutchen
Ohio, and the last named of Alamo
fy In court.
querque and Mr. and Mrs. Dearth will Stone, Mrs. Hayes, Mrs. Dorman, Mrs New Mexico and Texas and has many
gordo, he being designated as the New
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Bennett of Den- return to their home In Denver." Las
Miss Spitz, friends in this city.
Miss
Phelps,
McGillvray,
Mexico agent.
ver, are visiting friends in the city Vegas Optic.
Miss Boyle, Miss DuVal, Mrs. Hayden,
Torritnrlnl Treasurer M. A. Otero
Renovatlna CaDitol.
and seeing the sights. They are reg- SATURDAY,
FEBRUARY J, 1910. Mrs. W. B. Prince, Miss Johnson, Miss
where he
Roswell
from
returned
has
A large force of men is at work
istered at the Claire.
brilliant
a
has
been
of
In
The past week
Marie Johnson, Miss Rue Dryer
tho neonle to the necessity
the walls and making other
J. B. Stewart of the hydrographic one
socially and as Ash Wednesday, dianapolis; Miss Foree, Miss Selig-ma- of a protest that will save the Lake renovations and improvements In the
survev, has gone to Santa Rosa, Guad- the
week
next
of
Lent,
is
Miss
Miss Shewell, Miss Church,
ieginning
Urton irrigation project, ne reiu.
offices of Governor (Jurry ana territalupe county, to instal an automatic the social season bids fair to end in
vallev to be exceedingly
Weltmer, Miss Barret, Miss Bergero, thi p
orial Secretary Nathan Jaffa at the
gauge in the Pecos river.
at
dinners,
of
few
Mrs,
spent
entertainments,
A
blaze
hours
a
Miss
McGibbon, Miss Grygla,
prosperous.
Two South Dakotans, now In the
capltol.
new
this
him
that
The
Miss
and
Alonzo.
convinced
receptions.
Clovis
parties
Klrkpatrlck and
Want to Da Business In New Mexico
city are A. J. Brown and C. E. Bates.
hoV. G. Nelson of Kansas, is at the party was in honor of the Wallace city will have an exceedingly pros
The Fidelity and Deposit Company
They are stopping at tbe Modern
no
were
Club
year.
there
perous
and
prizes.
Coronado hotel.
tel.
of Baltimore, Md., today applied for
a .1 Niimv of Brlston. Conn., capv
Coof
the
Wash.,
of
Centralla,
Barnes
Frank
Lupe Herrera. proprietor
admission into this territory to do a
A Rose Tea.
talist, president of the Public Utilities
witn-dreronado hotel is in Juarez, Mexico. He is visiting friends here.
E. bonding business. The company
Frank
Is
Mrs.
of
Carlsbad,
Palen
gave
Mrs.
he
and
Hardlnge
of
that
San
Francisco,
here
friends
A.
Company
W.
has written
Trlphagen
New Mexico at the beginfrom
clia rose tea Tuesday in honor of their Downs, irrigation farmer at Carlsbad,
is visiting friends here.
enjoying himself and likes the
ning of 1900.
mate.
E. A. Flescher of Estancia, Is regis- guest, Mrs. C. H. Malleson of Brook- and an old timer In the Fecos vaney,
The North American Accident In
ii . n' Fullen. the brilliant Journal
N. Y. Cards were sent to all who
lyn,
A. Jones of Las Vegas, tered at the Hotel Modern.
A.
Attorney
surance Company of Chicago, 111., has
of had called on Mrs. Malleson since her ist and attorney, formerly of Carlsbad
A. H. Hudspeth, an attorney
has returned to Las Vegas from an
naners to Insurance Com
arrival in the city. The dining room and now pf Roswell, are in the city to annliprl for
extended visit to Washington, D. C, White Oaks, is at the Claire.
Jacobo Chaves relative to
missloner
roses
territorial
ferns
was
and
with
of
the
pink
lovely
attend a n.eeting
W. F. Cobb, a traveling man from
and New York, on Important irriga
and was presided over by Mrs. J. L. board of water commissioners tomor- Its admission.
tion matters.
Albuquerque, is at the Palace hotel.
Census Examinations.
as
B.
A.
and
Mrs.
Henehan,
Seligman
surerBradley M. Thomas, deputy
All over the territory today exami
Judge H. L. Waldo left Las Vegas sisted
A.
and
Mrs.
Miss
C.
A.'
is
here
Wheelon
returnby
of
A.
has
Stone
Albuquerque,
visor of the Jeniez forest
yesterday for his home at Kansas Richie
nations were held bv nostmasters and
Seligman. Mrs. Arthur Selig on business.
ed to his home here. He has been City.
civil service boards of candidates for
man presided at the coffee urn in the
at
is
Is
Kansas
15
and
City,
of
Packet
December
H.
W.
since
In the field
Joseph Floeman. a traveling sales- library. The guests were received in
appointments as census enumerators.
Fe.
Modern.
to
Hotel
Santa
to
the
back
Palget
glad
man from Pueblo, Colo., is at the
the drawing room by Mrs. Palen, Mrs.
Is At Santa Fe, in the council cnamners
and
Colorado
of
civil
Springs,
L.
the
.
DuVal
engineer,
Lloyd
Harry
ace.
at the territorial capital, thirty appll-caiit- a
Malleson, Mrs. Hardlnge, and Mrs. here on irrigation matters.
real estate dealer. Is in Florida atE. H. Baca will leave tomorrow
warn examined by Charles J.
The guests were: Mesdames
F. Hubbell of Lincodn, Neb., a trav
tending the hearing of an Important for Clayton where he will visit his Boyle.
Parsons and R. J. Crlchton of tbe local
Jaffa, Walter, L. O. Moore, McGibbon, eilng salesman, is at the Claire.
law suit over thousands of acres of mother.
civil service board.
Rolls, Spitz, VanStone, L, B. Prince,
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Buckley, of
land in which he Is Interested. Mr.
Mrs. N. Salmon Is confined to her
nrn nt the Modern Hotel.
DuVal expects to be back In a' fort- home at Manhattan avenue, with seri W. B. Prince Harroun, Hughes. Fred
While it is often Impossible to pre
ericks, Lehman, Bergere, Flske, Cart- Frank Martin of Omaha, Neb., is
night.
ous Illness.
vent an accident, it 1b never Impossi
Welt- registered at the Hotel uoronaao.
Franz,
Morley,
wright,
Asplund,
Mr. and Sirs. I. H. Rapp, at present
Joseph Bulke of Cole Camp, Mo., is
It
not beyond
at the Sanitarium, contemplate mov- visiting friends here and is registered mer, Ervlen, Flick, Wilson, Thomas, James W. Brennan of ftianitou, uk ble to be preparedInvest is25 cents
in a
Frank Clancy, Rapp Sloan;
Misses inhnma la visiting friends here.
any one's purse.
ine into the residence in the Sena at the Modern.
a big bottle of Chamberlain's Liniment and
McGibbon,
S.
Garret,
R.
Massie,
Phelps,
Herbert,
representing
black on East Palace avenue, that will
Lin
B.
of
Barber
Attorney George
you ara prepared for sprains, bruises
meat concern, is here on business.
ho vacated when Dr. J. A. Massie coln, Lincoln county. Is in Santa Fe on Simmons, and Boyle.
Entertain at Bridge.
iimix and Harrv Gatten of Globe, and like injuries. Sold by all drugmoves into his fine new residence on irrigation matters.
Mrs. C. L. Castle will entertain at Arizona, are at the Coronado hotel. gists.
Grant avenue.
U. S. Examiner of Surveys William
her home 114 JohnW. W. Robertson of Oklahoma City,
Dr. John P. Wagner is today enter- St rover, was in Albuquerque yester bridge tonight at
son street In honor of Mr. and Mrs. in a tmvplln
salesman In the city. DECISION AS TO SPANISH
taining the following members of the day on his way to Gallup.
LAND GRANT TITLES.
Sllvanus Grlswold Morley.
Those
rt. A Watson, a real estate dealer
Sacramento Valley Irrigation ComMr. and Mrs. William B. Boyce of who have been invited are: Messrs.
of Chicago, is registered at the Palace
pany: Dr. W. L. Bullls of Allerton, Middletown, N. Y., are tourists regis- and Mesdames Robert P.
Ervlen, S.
E. H. Fisher, an Irrigation engineer Owner Not Obliged to Account for
Iowa: A. G. Widmer of Centerville, tered at the Claire hotel.
F. E. of Albuquerque, Is here on irrigation
Spitz, Samuel G. Cartwright,
Depository of Original Title
Iowa; A. C. Palmer of Sabetha, Kan.;
J. H. McCutchen of El Paso, a for Xudlng, A. B. Renehan, C. L. Bishop. matters.
Deeds.
F. D. Pelletier, Kansas City, Mo.; and mer New Mexico newspaperman, is in P.
a
1
for
C.
salesman
w
H.
Nathan
r
large
Euan,
Hanna,
Wilson, R.
Joseph E. Campbell, of Kansas City, Santa Fe renewing old acquaintances.
San Antonio, Texas, Feb. 8. A de
Jaffa, Paul A. F. Walter, C. A. Wheel-on- , stove concern, Is registered at the
Mo.
Hon. W. A. Hawkins of Alamogordo,
Ieroy 0. Moore, John W. Farmer, Palace and is calling on hardware cision which will prove of great im
County School Superintendent John solicitor for the El Paso & South- H. H.
Dorman, E. P. Davies, V. L. dealers in the city.
portance In laud litigation in Texas,
V. Conway has returned from a visit western system. Is a visitor in Santa
McGillBean, Frank Owen, Angus
Edwin R. Craig of Dallas, Texas, where many titles depend on grants
to the schools at Chimayo, Santa Cruz Fe.
F. P. New-hal- l, representing a school book firm, Is a made by the Spanish crown, was
vray, W. E. Griffin,
and other districts of northern Santa
Mrs. Levi A. Hughes has issued inhanded down by Associate Justice H
I. H. Rapp, R. L. Baca, A. J. visitor in Santa Fe.
Fe county. He reports four inches of vitations for a card party which will Fischer, Arthur
Seligman, James SelAttorney A. A. Jones of. Las Ve- H. Neil of the fourth court of civil
snow In that section, but that pros- be given Pt her home Monday afterW.
in
Santa
Shearon, E. C. Abbott, cas. is at the Palace. He is
appeals of thlg city. The case in
igman, F.
perity Is apparent on every side and noon.
A. L. Grimshaw, O. D. Klrkpatrlck,
which Jose Maria Flores et al, figured
Fe on Irrigation matters.
that this year will yield bumper
Dr. J. A. Massie will leave shortly C. C. Catron, J. F. Levan, J. W.
Mar- as plaintiffs and J. C. Hovel et al., as
OH Inspector Malaquias
Coal
exfor a month's trip to eastern points Raynolds; Dr. J. A. Massie, Mrs. tinez of Taos, came to Santa Fe last defendants, was decided on the prin
crops. The schools he found in
where he will do post graduate work Massie, Dr. and Mra. J. R. Rolls, Dr.
cellent condition.
ciple that the owner of land acquired
evening on official business.
Pecos
and
Valley at hospitals.
"The Roswell
and Mrs. J. H. Sloun, Judge and Mrs.
Mrs. T. C. McConneil has returned in title through an old grant Is not
of
Capi-tan- ,
of
winter
B.
the
to
Hamilton
H.
delegation
Attorney
J. R.
Mrs. W. D. Hayes; Col. home from a visit with relatives at obliged to account for the depository
is In Santa Fe, on irrigation mat- and Mrs. G. W. Prlchard.
the Scottish Rite Masons at Santa Fe
of the original Ititle daertp, except
Topeka and other Kansas points.
have returned home, the main bunch ters before Territorial Engineer VerMONDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1910.
Miss Clara Olsen of the executive that he must keep them in a place
vaarriving Saturday night and the oth- non L. Sullivan.
where they are naturally expected to
District Attorney E. C. Abbott re- office at the capltol, is enjoying a
Mrs. Robinson and daughter, who turned from Estancia on Saturday.
ers coming back in bunches of two
at Fort Sumner, Guadalupe be.
cation
or three. All the candidates for the have been guests at the Sanitarium,
The title in question was grantsd to
Fred Fornoff of the Mount- county.
colat ed Captain is home from Estancia.
of the
expect to leave for their home
degrees went through with flying
Police,
E. P. Craig, of Dallas, Texas, L H. Rodriguez Flores, ancestor
time
a
good
ors and all parties report
Chicago on Monday of next week.
Traveling Auditor Charies V. Saf-for- Blsbee and F. P. Kahnt, E, C. Lewis complainant and one of the original
in
session
an
L.
well
director
as
as
Doctor Edgar
interesting
Hewett,
is at Socorro on official business. of Denver, are traveling salesmen in settlers of San Antonio in 1778, by
Masonry. The visitors at Santa re of the School of American Archae- - Attorney 0. A. Larrazola of Las Ve- the
Baron de RIpperda, then governor of
city.
were royally entertained, banqueted ology, has returned from a trip to
in the center of the
gas, was a diner at the Hotel Modern
Hon. Solomon Luna, National Com- the province, now
and give the freedom of the city, j Washington, D. C, and other points.
of the Re- city. When suit was brought in a
Mexico
New
for
mitteeman
yesterday.
which thev seem to have taken. E.
"Mrs. W. E. Cortner will entertain
to Congress Thomas B. publican party, left for his home at lower court for the property the origi
A. Cahoon returned Friday night, J. on Friday afternoon at her home on
nal document was produced, but an
In Las Vegas on legal Los Lunas this forenoon.
Catron
was
L.
W. Poe, R. P. Beam, 0. H. Smith,
lne plaza at canigi complimentary to matters.
S. Onderdonk adverse decision was rendered for the
Charles
Mrs.
Mr.
and
P. Sanders, Jim Hamilton, Harry Mrs. W. J. Mills." Us Vegas Optic.
Mrs. Carl A. Bishop has returned of Denver, are at the Palace hotel. reason that it had been kept In the
Morrison, W. T. White, C. D. Dilley
G. W. Waters of Denver, a represen- from a visit to Kansas
office of the county clerk instead of
City, Mo., and Mr. Onderdonk Is a prominent real esand L. O. Fullen of Roswell, and Ci- tative of the Western Union Tele- Kansas
archives where the docupolnts.-- tate man and was formerly manager the proper
cero Stewart of Carlsbad returned
ment could be subject to scrutiny.
graph Company, la In the city on busBlshop J. M. Kendrlck of the Prot- of the Onderdonk ranch at Lamy.
Sears
Kenna.
of
Dr.
An
Saturday night.
iness and Is registered at the Claire. estant Episcopal church, held services
appeal made had the result
G. W. Edward, representing the Naand Jeff D. Hart of Hagerman, returnThe technical contenwell known en- at Socorro yesterday.
William Schultz,
tional Cash Register Company, and above noted.
ed Sunday night, having missed the gineer on the Santa Fe branch, has
the higher court was that the
tion
of
Mr. and Mrs. E. Romero of Las Ve- whose headquarters are in El Paso,
train at Vaughn, the train pulling out been given a leave of absence and has
face of the document being admissible
are In the city. Mr. Romero is Is stopping at tho Claire.
and leaving Ihem while they were gone to California to spend his vaca- gas,
In the case, negatived
Mrs. V. E. Jaramlllo, of as evidence
a
lumber
dealer.
and
well
known
Colonel
breakfast." Roswell
Daily tion.
eating
Former Sheriff Thomas S. Hubbell El Rlto, are at the Claire hotel. The the responsibility of its beneficiary to
Record.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. dinger of of Bernalillo county, was an arrival Colonel has many friends in this city account for It, and that there was no
offerFRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1910.
Denver aro visiting friends here. Mr. tills afternoon from Albuquerque.
and is here to attend a meeting of rule or law requiring the party
is
C. C. Hitchcock, a mining man,
to account for its
dinger is a well known business man Mrs. Jeanotto Welvort of Albuquer- the terrtorlnl boanl of water commis ing It asnsevidence
here on business.
In
It
as
was
the
In
long
kept
keeping
In Denver and formerly resided
que, is visiting her daughter, Miss sions of which he Is a member.
George A. Fomeroy, a tourist from Santa Fe.
W. W. Robertson of Oklahoma City, proper depository.
Welvert, who Is nt Loretto Academy.
Rockford, 111., is In the city.
Miss Phelps, teacher in the public
Mrs. II. P, Bardshar, wife of the In- for Hevernl years a member of the
Charles E. Vlsnon, a Chicago trav- schools, will leave on Monday for DenIN BINGER
ternal revenue collector, has gone to faculty of I he New Mexico College DEFENSE
HERMAN CASE RESTS.
eling man. Is at the Claire.
ver and expert, to be gone a week Arizona to visit friends for several of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, but
Frank Martin, of Omaha, Neb., is or two. Mrs. J. F. Kewhull will teach
now ri'irescniig a wholesale book
weeks.
hotel.
registered at the Coronado
In her place.
Portland, Ore., Feb. 5. The deMiss Clara Olson, prlvnte secretary firm, is In Santa Fe on a business
G. A. Franz, of Clifton, Arizona, is
"Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Tipton will en- of Governor
fense In the trial of Dinger Hermann,
visit.
has
returned
from
IS.
Curry,
A.
Flske.
Mrs.
bis
slater,
visiting
tertain at the Tipton home on Sev- a visit to Albuquerque and other
charged with conspiracy to defraud
C'. A. Watson, who owns real estate
enth street on Saturday evening In
the government In land matters today
and lands at Taos, la at the Palace honor of Chief Justice and Mrs. W. points.
DON'T GIT RUN DDI
reBted its case. The prosecution anTerritorial
Vernon L.
Engineer
.
hotel.
J. Mills." Lag Vegas Optic.
Sullivan has returned from Roswell Weak and miserable. If you have nounced It would complete its reG. E. Buder of St. Louis, Mo is
M.
"Dr. and Mrs. J.
buttal early on Monday.
Cunningham and a trip ovor the Roswell-Carrlzoz- o
Kidney or Bladder troublo, Dull head
violtlng at the home of Mrs. E. A. have issued invitations for a euchre
territorial highway.
Flske.
pains, "Dizziness, Nervousness, Pains
comon next Monday evening,
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa in the back,- and feel tired all over, CATCHER JOHN KLING
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Russell of party
ASKS FOR REINSTATEMENT.
to Chief Justice and Mrs. and Adjutant General R, A. Ford ex- get a
package of Mother' Gray's AUSDenver are tourists registered at the plimentary
William J. Mills." Las Vegas Optic. pect to leave on Friday for Roswell TRALIAN LEAF, the pleasant horb
Palace hotel.
Cincinnati, Feb. 5. John Kllng, the
"Chief Justice William J. Mills re- on official business.
cure.
It never fails. We have many
J. M, C. Chaves, county school sufamous catcher of the Chicago Nationto
from his
turned last
Hon. Solomon Luna, Republican testimonials from
grateful people al
perintendent of Rio Arriba county, is Raton and evening where hetriphad national
League Club, who quit tho team
committeeman for Now Mex- who have used this wonderful remeClayton,
In Santa Fe from Ablqulu.
to the
about a year ago, has
J. F. Byrd of Manzano, Torrance been for the past few days cleaning ico, is In Santa Fe for a few days from dy. As a regulator It has no equal. National commission applied
reinstatefor
Los
on
matters."
court
Lunas
Leaf
Lag
Australian
matters,
Vegas
Ask
Mother
up
Optic.
for
important
Gray's
county, and who is a lumber dealer,
Territorial Superintendent of Pub at Druggists or sent by mall for 50 ment, his written application being
Mr. and Mrs. ' Stuart McCrlmmon
is stopping at the Claire hotel.
received by Chairman Herrmann
J. C. Chapln of Stanley, southern were given a surprise party last night lic Instruction has returned from an cents. Sample FKKB. Address, The
Y.
Santa Fe county. Is visiting friends In honor of tlio Becond anniversary automobile trip to Taos which wag Mother Gray Co,, LoRoy, N.
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THROW OUT THE LINE,
Tham Help and Many Santa Fe
Peopls Will Be Happier,
"Throw Out the Life Line"
The kidneys need help.
They're overworked can't got the
poison filtered out of the blood.
They're getting worse every minute.
Will you help them?
Doan's Kidney Pills have brought
from the verge of despair.
Will cure any form of kidney troub-- "

IRE

THEY

JUMBLED

DOWN

SIX STORIES
'

ever, and Gave Naive Reply
to Question.
Now York, Fen. 6. Patrick Dlsltin,
a carpenter who recently came to New
York from the west, Is in the hospital
because he deliberately sawed off the
end of the log on which he was seated six stories above the ground. Dls-kl- n
had been ordered to saw off the
end of the log, which projected from
the window over the street He went
up, got on the end of the beam and
carefully sawed it In two between
himself and the window. He and the
end of the log fell together to the
pavement, yet, remarkable to relate,
Diskln was not seriously hurt. When
asked today why he had done such a
thing, Dtekln replied with gome heat;
"Sure, them was me orders."
MOVED

POSTOFFICE
WITHOUT AUTHORITY

j

Thomas M, Baca, Cerrlllos street,
Panta Fe, N. M., says: "My faith in
Doan's Kidney Pills is Just as strong
today aa when I publicly recommended
them in 1902. I was caused much suf- ferlng by backache for three or four
years and though I never laid off from
work, my back was bo painful at times
that It was all I could do to attend to
what I waB doing. Doan's Kidney
Pills, procured at Stripling, Burrows
& Co.'s drug store, entirely relieved
me and I had no return of the trouble
for six months. At the end of that
time my work brought on another attack of backache. I at once took
Doan's Kidney Pilli and they gave me
the desired relief. A medicine that
lives up to the claims made for it
like Doan's Kidney Pills, deserves tbe
strongest endorsement"
For sale by all dealers. Price B0
cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States,
Remember the name Doan'B and
tuka no other.
AUTOMOBILE HIGHWAY
ALONG

8 A NT A FE TRAIL.

It is to Extend From Pueblo, Colorado,
Recently a postmaster in Lincoln
Through Kansas Into Missouri
county notified the postoffice departA Splendid Project.
ment that he intended to move his
e
Btore and that therefore tho
Pueblo, Colo., Feb. 4. Chairman C.
would have to be moved also,
S Glasco will go to Colorado Springs
in
machine
the
"red
set
tape"
luis
motion and there was an exchange the latter part of the week to show the
of letters between the
department Ei Paso county commissioners where
and the postmaster which seemed to it will be to their interests to work
the lutter interminable.
Finally, an with Pueblo county In the matter of
order came to the postmaster to meas- the proposed new Santa Fe trail down
ure the distance from the present site the Arkansas valley into Kansas. The
to the proposed site and a promise trail will be an automobile boulevard
to send an Inspector to report on the and undoubtedly will extend east to
matter. The postmaster, who was a Kansas City and probably north to
German, simply indorsed across the Denver. Efforts have been made to
order "Moved Alreatty," and sent it have the boulevard leave the river
back to Washington.
east of Pueblo and go northwest
This reminds one of the hard time across the prairie to Colorado Springs
18
miles instead of coming straight to Pueblo,
the postmaster at Buckman
will
not
from Santa Fe had to get rid of his but this scheme probably
while
a
was
Buckman
camp
Job.
carry through.
cut
Ramon
on
the
was
new
lumber
Santa
being
"Pueblo will, be on tho
Vigil grant, but one fine day timber Fe trail," said Chairman C. S. Glas- the
and
ceased
cutting operations
coe of the board of commissioners yes-- I
The
Buckman.
population deserted
terday. We can build the road to the
postmaster sent in his resignation, east line of the county and Otero will
Tbe
asking for speedy acceptance.
take it up there. If Colorado Springs
usual red tape routine was followed is
wise, it will endorse the Pueblo
months
dragand days and weeks and
route and start its road at the northcould
ged along and the postmaster
ern county line."
not get relieved. He was getting loneSince the talk of the automobile
catarevenues
no
but
were
'
there
ly,
boulevard down the valley, Canon
mail
other
and
began
papers
logues,
are wondering
automobilists
to accumulate.
Finally he put his City
where they will get off. Fremont
postoffice in his .grip and took it to
of Pueblo for
Santa Fe for deposit at the Santa Fe county ljnored proposals
instead built
office. Whether he was ever officially an automobile road and
As a
relieved of his position is not known, 'one towards Colorado Springs.
is consequence Fremont county will be
but mail addressed to Buckman
still being received at the Santa Fe the only one in the valley which will
office. The postmaster at Clenega in not be included in the boulevard. To
this county had a similar experience reach the highway it will be necessary
to
and only recently were his bondsmen for. Femont county automobilists
go to Colorado Springs and from there
discharged from their obligation.
to Pueblo.
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS
The Pueblo county authorities are
BANK8.
NATIONAL
FOR
much enthused over the prospects for
the road and are already to do their
Movement In Texas to Get Govern- part. Counties in Kansas east of
ment's Permission for This
Hutchinson are taking up the idea and
Change.
it is certain 'that the road will be exSan Antonio, Texas, Feb. 8. A tended on to Kansas City, Mo. By
movement that has as its object the automobile the trip from Kansas City
government's permission to allow na- to Pueblo would take two days, travtional banks to invest their surplus
in daylight.
in eling
In real estate will be Inaugurated
a few days by a local organization
There is more Catarrh in tills sec-- I
of real estate men. A canvass of the
other dissituation has convinced the authors tlon of the country than all
until the last
of the campaign that they will have eases put together, and
be incur-- '
the support of not only every real es- few years was supposed to
tate operator in Texas but all over able. For a great many years doctors
the United States. What is of equal pronounced It a local disease and pre-- !
and even greater Importance is that scribed local remedies, and by conthe agitation will have the Bupport of stantly failing to cure with local treat-- j
it incurable.
ment,
'
pronounced
many bankers.
bank Science has proves catarrh to be a
Under the present federal
law neither the caplial nor the sur- constitutional disease and therefore.
treatment.
constitutional
plus of a national bank can be in- requires
vested in real estate for the reason Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by
that land Is considered collateral, that F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is
Is not easily converted
into cash. It the only constitutional cure on the
Is argued that while this on the whole market. It is taken Internally In doses
is a sound provision it is an unwise from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It
one in so far as it prevents the acts directly on the blood and mucous
Inbanks governed by it from making
gurfaces of the system. They offer
the one hundred dollars for any case it
vestments that are considered
Bafest and best, incidentally throwing falls to cure. Send for clrcularg and
a great deal of money on markets now testimonials.
needing it.
Address; F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
'
Toledo, Ohio.
EMERALD SOCIETY BALL.
Sold by DruggiBts, 75c.
8.
New York, Feb.
Mayor Gaynor
Take Hall's Family Pills for
and other notables were Invited to be
on hand last flight when the Emerald
anSociety opened its seventy-seconEND BANK TROUBLES. y
nual ball at the Waldorf-AstoriManila, P. I., Feb. 8. At a meeting
,Slnce 1839, when the Emerald Socio
Spanlsh-Flliplnety was organized, the proceeds of the today the stockholders of the
bank, in which there have
ball have been devoted to charity-distrib- uted
among the institutions un been some strong factional controverder the supervision of the Roman sies recently, elected John 8. Hord
Catholic Orphan Asylum Society.
president of the institution. Mr. Hord
was formerly collector of Internal
The ballroom of the Waldorf-Astori- a
was
elaborately decorated. revenue and is now managing direcShannon's Twenty-thirRegiment tor of the.Orlental Produce Company.
band began Its concert
at nine Archbishop Harty and the religious
o'clock with a medley of national airs. irders control the stock of the bank.

CURES
CHRONIC ULCERS
There is nothing that causes more worry and discomfort than a chronlo,
festering ulcer. As it lingers, slowly eating into tho tissues and surrounding
flesh, and by its tendency to grow worse in every way, it suggests the possibility of being cancerous in its nature. Efforts to heal the ulcer by means
of salves, washes, lotions, etc, always result in failure, beoause such treatment can have no possible effect on the blood where the Impurities and
morbid matters form, and are carried thorugh the circulation to the plaoe,
to keep it op'n, irritated and diseased. The Impurities in the blood must
S. S. S. goe to the
be removed before the healing process on n begin.
fountain-hea- d
of the trouble, and drives out the
poisons and
morbid impurities whiob. keep the ulcer open. Then as this rich, purified
blood is carried to the diseased place the healing commences, the Inflammation gradually leaves, the discharge cea:es, new tissue and healthy flesh
are formed, and soon the sore is permanently cured because the source has
been destroyed.
S. S. S. does not make a surface cure, but by supplying
the blood with healthful, tissue-buildin- g
properties it begins at the bottom
and causes the tlesh at the diseased spot to firmly and permanently knit
and
the plaoe is ieft sound and well. Book on Sores and Ulcers
together,
and any medical advice free to all who writ?.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLABTA, GA.

'

for the time being by cultivating as
deeply as possible across the slope,

FIGHT OVER EL PASO
CUSTOMS

COLLECTOR8HIP.

WILL STUDY

I

Letter From

El Paso Herald Prints
General B. J. Vlljoen, New
Mexico's Candidate.

E

JEJMS

(El Paso Herald.)

"I am not Interfering with El Paso
in SetPersonal Friend of President politics or with El Paso politicians," Archaeologists Will Leave Territorial Institutions Have Elements of Success
in
and
Liabilities
Orchards
Out
Resources
B. Fall, former attorney
ting
This Week for Guatemala
Taft Will Appear for the declared ofA.New
Mexico, this morning,
general
of
Sections
Arid
$6,101,271
To Be Gone 90 Days
Defense
in speanlng of a report that he was
GURRY

STARTS

FOR

HOI

He Thinks the Outlook for State
hood Is SatisfactoryArrives
Here Sunday.
Washington, D. ., Feb. 4.Wohn J.
Vertrees of Nashville, fender of the
Tennessee bar, a Democrat and a
warm personal friend of President
Tuft, has been asked to take charge
of the case for the "defense" in the
Balllnger-Pincho- t
congressional investigation. He is now on his way to
Washington to consult with Attorney
General Wickershnm and the officials
of tho land office. He probably also
will confer with Mr.. Taft. The department of the interior will be represented by three attorneys to the congressional Investigation of the Ballinger-Plnebo- t
controversy. It was announced today, that Secretary Ballinger had
chosen a chief counsel and two associates.
Statehood Outlook More Favorable,
Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 3. Governor Curry leaves Washington tonight
and expects to arrive in Santa Fe on
Sunday. He deems the statehood outlook more favorable. The statehood
bill has been given the first place on
the Republican legislative program.
Favorable Report on 8hl Subsidy
Bill.

Washington, D. C. Feb. a. The
Humphrey ship Bubsidy bill w; i ordered favorably reported today 1) the
house committee on merchant marine
and fisheries by a vote of ten to
seven.
Enlarged Homesteads in New Mexico.
Washington, Feb. 3. Approximately 769,167 acres of land were designated by Secretary Ballinger, as open
under the enlarged homestead act. Of
this amount 672,840 acres are In Wyoming. 54,640 in Montana, and 61,767
in New Mexico.
In aid of proposed legislation affecting the disposal of water power
sites, the secretary temporarily withdrew from all forms of entry or disposal 3,661 acres along Clark Fork
in Montana and Idaho.
Proposed legislation affecting the
use and disposition of petroleum deposits on tho public domain caused
Mr. Ballinger also to withdraw temporarily 448,000 acres of land In California, making the total area of petroleum withdrawals in California to
date 2,400,453 acres.
$65,000 for Fort Bayard.
Washington, Feb. 3. The secretary
the
of
treasury has submitted a letter
to Congress with a copy of a communication of the secretary of war.
of
recommending an appropriation
165,000 for water supply at Fort Bayard, N. M.
Brother of Delegate Andrews III.
Colonel Wesley Andrews, brother
of Delegate Andrews, is seriously ill
with pneumonia and Is not expected
to
to live.
He Is private secretary
Senator Penrose, and is 72 years old.
Substitute for Conservation Movement
Washington, Feb. 3. The Senate
committee on public lands yesterday
reported a substitute for two administration bills authorizing the president to withdraw from entry public
lands, for conservation purposes.
The decision to report such a measure was reached after several hearings In which the necessity for the
legislation was attacked and defended In spirited controversy.
United action was impossible today
when the question of reporting the
d
bill was taken up. A
fight has been carried on In the
committee for some time, the factions
were made up of Senators who believe that the President, under existing law has authority to withdraw
lands from public entry Senators who
have been in favor of giving him such
power but who have contended that
numerous acts of Farmer President
Roosevelt were Illegal and Senators
against such authority being conferred upon the executive.
LaGrippe pains that pervade the en
tire system, LaGrippe coughs that
rack and strain, are quickly cured by
Foley's Honey and Tar. Ia mildly laxative, safe and certain in results. Sold
by all druggists.
OBITUARIES,
Manuel Rodriguez.

Manuel Rodriguez died at 6 o'clock
yesterday morning at the home of his
brother-in-laJose M. Somoza on
Garcia street at the aga of 42 years.
He had consumption, having suffered
twelve years, bravely fighting the
ravages of the disease which finally
overcame him. He was unmarried.
He is survived by five brothers, one
residing here and four at Flagstaff,
Arizona. The funeral will take place
at 8 o'clock tomorrow morning from
will be
Interment
the Cathedral.
made In Rosarlo cemetery. Manager
Hanson of the Wagner undertaking
establishment will have charge of the
funeral arrangements.
Antonio TruJIIlo y uopez.
Antonio Trujlllo y Lopez died this
morning of pneumonia at the age of
39 years at his home on the Canon
road. He was born and reared in Santa Fe and had many friends here.

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stom- eh Tnrntd Liver SUld
Chronic Constipation.
Pleasant to tall

going to Washington to work In the
interests of the candidacy of W. W.
Cox for the collectorshlp at El Paso.
Speaking of the circumstances In
which bis name happened to be connected with the candidacy of W. W.
Cox, Judge Full said:
"I am two woeks behind on a trip to
New York, where I have business
niatlorB.
Governor Curry, of New
Mexico, has been waiting In Washington and I was to see him there on
business matters, I have been negotiating with people In New York on a
business deal; also with some people
In Washington on the same deal. I
telegraphed two weeks ago that I
would come to Washington.
"I got. back to the city Monday and
later Mr. Cox, Oscar Lohman, Martin
Lohman, chairman of the Republican
central committee of Dona Ana coun
ty, and Henry Bowman, a member of
that committee, culled upon me. They
told mo they never had endorsed E. J.
Viljoon for, collector. They showed
me a telegram "Igned by the members
of that committee and by county officials or at least some of them to
Delegate Andrews asking him to support V. W, Cox for collector and I advised with hi in as requested,
Favors Cox.
'I told Cox that if he wanted the
collcctorshtp that I would be glad to
see him get It and would ask my
friends to assist u.m. I told him it
would do him no good and might In
jure his chances with the presert ad
ministration If I endorsed him. I told
him that I thought he would make
a good collector and one satisfactory
to everyone.
I was told that Mr. Cox did not In
tend to make a personal fight on anyone and I was shown telegrams en
dorsing Cox In the event that Mr.
Sharpe or a Texas man Is not to be
appointed.
T told the memoers of this commit
tee that I was going east and would
stop In Washington and that If no appointment was made by that' time, I
thought I could find out through
friends the status of the matter.
Not In El Paso Politics.
'I am not Interfering with El Paso
politics nor with El Paso politicians.
am not asking anything from this
administration for myself or my
friends. I am confining myself entire
ly to my business affairs and am not
engaged In politics, for which I have
neither the time nor inclination.
'At the same time if there is any
thing I could do to secure the appointment of Mr. Cox I would do It. First.
because of my personal feeling toward him and, second, because I think
he would make a perfectly satisfac,
tory collector.
"So far as Vlljoen Is concerned, I
know he has been endorsed by a lot
of New Mexico politicians, but It
seems that the Dona Ana county orI
ganization has taken no action.
think he (Vlljoen) would make a good
man for the position.
"So far as Mr. Sharpe is concerned, I know nothing about him. I am
a New Mexican and I am for New
Mexico men for any position they can
get and all the time If they are competent."
Thought Cox Too Late.
Judge Fall remarked that he had
expressed the opinion to Mr. Cox that
he was too late In his candidacy and
said that he had ascertained by telegraph that the papers for Mr. Sharpe's
appointment had been sent by the
secretary of the treasury to the President with the secretary's endorsement
for appointment.
The reason for the delay In the
Sharpe appointment, Judge Fall said
he had not ascertained. '
Judge Fall will leave for the east
Sunday. He stated that he might not
stop in Washington, as Governor
Curry has left the national capital.
Judge Fall said he would probably go
to New York and transact his business with the resident in Washington, with whom he Is negotiating in

that

NUSSBAUMPHOTOGRAPHER

Director K. L. Hewett, S. G. Morley
and Jossy H. Nnsbaum of the School
of American Archaeology will start
before the end of the week on an expedition to Guatemala and Salvador
to study the ancient Maya ruins in
that region.
This was officially announced today by Director Hewett who has just
returned from Washington.
Tho expedition will bo under Mr.
Hewctt's direction, Mr. Morley will go
an the Institute's specialist In Central
American archaeology and Mr. Nus-bauwill he the expedition's official
photographer.
The expedition will proceed via El
Paso, Texas, to the City of Mexico
and thence to the Isthmus of Tehaun-tepe- e
sailing from the Pacific port,
Sallna Cruz to San Jose on the Guatemalan coast whence they will go to
Guatemala City. There they will ob
tain the necessary concessions from
the Guatemalan government and then
outfit the expedition for the tropical
climate which will be found in the
remote and comparatively unknown
region to the south of the capital.
The expedition will be In the field
for about three months and while
directed from the headquarters in
Santa Fe It Is financed by the St.
Louis branch of the Archaeological
Institute.
Go Again Next Year.
It is the intention of the school to
send the expedition again next year
and In fact for three consecutive seasons at least bo as to gain valuable
The
Information about the Mayas.
principal work of this expedition will
the
and
excavation
be
photographing
of such ancient ruins as are found
and the study of material collected
with the view of getting light on the
southern limits of the Maya.
Regret was expressed today by Mr.
Nusbaum's friends that he will be
unable to attend the next lecture on
wild animals which will be delivered
in the Elks rooms. While an acknowledged expert on the value of actinic
rays Mr. Nusbaum Is scarcely considered a naturalist of renown and It
was hoped that he would be one of
thoe occupying front seats when the
lecture took place.
Mr. Nusbaum is well known In Santa Fe where he has moved with great
rapidity as he possesses a high priced
multi-horspower motor cycle. He Is
also popular In the Indian pueblos
where his great height and courteous
ways have endeared him to the red
skins.
Mr. Morley has also many friends
here as has Professor Hewett and
Santa Fe newspaper renders will be
glad to hear In a fortnight of the successful arrival of the trio of explorers
in far away Guatemala.
In sickness. If a certain hidden nerve
goes wrong, then the organ that this
nerve controls will also surely fail.
It may be a Stomach nerve, or It may

have given strength and support to
the Heart or Kidneys. It was Dr.
Shoop that first pointed to this vital
truth. Dr. . Shoop's Restorative was
not made to dose the Stomach nor to
temporarily stimulate the Heart or
method
That
Kidneys.
Is all wrong. Dr. Shoop's Restorative
goes directly to these falling inside
nerves. The remarkable success of
the
this prescription demonstrates
wisdom of treating the actual cause
of these falling organs. And it is indeed easy to prove. A simple five or
ten days test will surely tell. Try it
once, and seel Sold by Stripling
Burrows Co.
DOUBLE

R.
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MURDER

IN
ARIZONA

Kuykendall rode

Into

TOWN.
Douglas,

Arizona, yesterday and gave word that
Ignaclo and Jesus Bara had killed his
brother, Ernest, and Owen Plumb, at
a wood cutters' camp in the Swiss-helm-

automobile with Judge
Attorney Williams and
Constable Clark raced to the camp.
Meantime neighbors had found the
two young men lying in the grass,
both unconscious.
Without warning
the assassins lifted their axes, and
The
struck down their employers.
aged father of one, Sam Kuykendall,
nearly blind, was present. He started
to run In the direction of the wagon
where there were guns.
The old man stumuied into a well
and narrowly escaped drowning, then
hid In the bushes. He returned later
B. J. VILJOEN.
to find his son and Plumb, dying and
then crawled through the bushes in
COLORADO
SOUTHERN, NEW
the dark to notify neighbors. Young
& PACIFIC CHANGE.
ORLEANS
Kuykendall arrived in a wagon, his
head terribly cut, and died in a hosSan Antonio,' Texas, Feb. 4. It is pital early this morning, Plumb was
meetunderstood that at the February
left at camp.
ing of the stockholders and directors
&
Mexof the St. Louis, Brownsville
RETAIL MERCHANTS MEET.
ico Railroad Company steps will be
taken that will mean the absorption
Cairo, 111., Feb. 8. Big crops, inof the Colorado Southern, New Orleans & Pacific. Practically the en- dustrial prosperity and unprecedented
tire administrative personnel of the business in retail lines are predicted
latter road will be eliminated; the by officials and members of the Retail
purpose of this being to do away with Merchants' Association of Illinois,
a dual set of officers and to lessen the who gathered here today for the
seventeenth annual convention.
cost of operation.
An

'

Rice, District

Cleansis

HIND
I nYziVPw Pfftif Svflin
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80LD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

SANTA

FE GOOD.

DEEPJOIL

NEEDED

It Is to Reclaim Eighteen Thou Land That Has Been Plowed for
Popular Expert With Kodak Will
and Acres on La
a Year or Two Is Prefer-abl- e
Accompany Director Hewett
to Sod.
Grant.
Bajada
Mr.
and
Morley.

city.

Vlljoen Still Running.
La Mesa, N. M., Feb. 5, 1910.
Edllor El Paso Herald.
With reference to the statement In
the Herald of even date that the New
Mexican Republican politicians had
evidently dropped me and are now
me to
supporting W. W. Cox, permit
'
say that yesterday H. O. Bursum,
chairman of the territorial Republican
committee, while at Las Cruces, told
me over the telephone that he knew
nothing of such a change of front and
that I had the endorsement of the
organization, Including both Dover-- 1
nors Mills and Curry, I fear Mr. Cox,
whom I. know very cordially, Is being
misled in regard to my having with- drawn from the race.
Thanking you in anticipation, Mr,
Editor, I remain,
Very truly yours,

BIG RESERVOIRNEAR

s

the system
thoroughly and clears
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.
It ia guarantoad

(Ily E. R. Parsons.)
The elements oi success In tills
brunch of dry farming ore extremely
rlmple and easy to understand. They
are:
Never to plant a tree until there
Is enough moisture In the ground to
carry It a whole season, whether It
rains or not.
To plant far enough apart so that
the nreclnitatlon falling on the area
allowed to each tree will be more
than sufficient for the uses of that
tree whim full grown.
To accumulate and conserve the
moisture as It falls by the requisite
working of the soli.
In choosing a site for the orchard
tho most Important Item to be considered is good deep soil, either
cash on hand $1,200,000.04;
other resources $87,207.81. The lia- sandy or clay loam, anything in fact
bilities are itemized and totaled as hat will raise good, ordinary crops
follows:
Capital Stock $1,100,901; without any rock or very solid hard
surplus $124,001.41; undivided profits pun at less than 10 feet, although
$(13,830.07; unpaid dividends $1,047.07; six is sufficient for cherries and
deposits subject to check $3,378,-239.2- small fruits.
Some lirotoction from the prevail
time
deposits $1,200,982.23;
due other bank $32,370.25; other lia- ing winds Is advisable, althouzh we
find orchards doing well with every
bilities $14,878.95.
variety of exposure, Many horticul
Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were filed to- turists fnvor a senile slope facing
day by the Naravlsa Methodist Epis- the south and east, rather than the
copal church of Naravlsa, Quay coun- north and west.
Land that has been mowed for a
The incorporators and trustees
ty.
are: R. B. Cloninger, L. D, Stlth, O. year or two is preferable to newly
O. Gregg, T. J. Graham. C. W. Gilbert. plowed sod, for the reason that few
can break the sod as deeply as necesNotary Public Appointed.
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa today sary, or work It up fine enough to be
appointed Rumaldo A. Duran of Lin- properly cultivated. Another objec
tion is that if any sod. manure or
coln county, a notary public.
litter of any description is tamped
Water Application Approved.
The office of the territorial engineer In around the roots of a tree It can
today approved the application of not draw nourishment from the soil
Levi A. Hughes of Santa Fe, for the and will probably die.
surplus waters to fill a reservoir at The first element of success men
the Junction of. Cleneguilla, Bonanza tioned above Is to secure enough
and Santa Fe rivers, fourteen miles moisture for a whole season before
south of Santa Fe, the reservoir to setting the trees. This' is done by
have a capacity of 22,011 acre feet and plowing a year ahead of time and
the waters from which are to reclaim clean fallowing the land until plantshould be
18,000 acros of the La Bajada grant ing time. The plowing
The dam Is to be 155 feet high and Is done in lands so as to bring each
to cost $165,000. , It Is to be of con- dead furrow where a row of trees is
crete. The approval Is subject to tn he Wa do this so as to dish the
prior and community rights and Is ac- surface of the ground toward each
quiesced In by J, W. Raynolds and row of trees, in order that , In case
the
G. W. Prichard who had filed on a res- of heavv rains creating run-offervoir site just ehove that filed on by excess of moisture may go right to
their roots.
Mr. Hughes.
The best time to plant is the
fall and allowing to fill up with snow
NEW MEXICO RANCHMEN
and slush all winter, and It will usuWANT EL PASO COLLECTORSH1P.
ally be found by planting time that
to a
W. W. Cox and B. J. Vlljoen Are Both the moisture has penetrate
depth of four or five feet below the
Reaching Out for tne Place
bottom of the hole, and from two to'
Down By A, L. Sharpe.
four feet on the level, between the
El Paso, Texas, Feb. 5. Says the dead furrow3.
with proper cultivation thL' Is
El Paso Herald: "W. W. Cox, a New
the trees
Mexico ranchman who owns a big niilte sufficient to Insure
comes in the
ranch in the Organ mountains, Is the against any drouth that
tne
latest candidate for collector of cus- fall and a stormy winter like
toms at the El Paso port. The pol- orient the soil may carry Ufainoush
and
iticians have evidently dropped B. J. moisture to insure the
growth of the trees without any pre
Vlljoen, tho Boer general.
In such a case a
New Mexico politicians were In El vious fnllnwinc. and
but no tree
Paso yesterday and held a conference whole year can be saved, there Is at
unless
regarding the candidacy of Mr. Cox, should be planted
earth from
Martin Lohman, a Las Cruces banker, loool two feet of moist 12
per cent
who was here for the purpose of at- the surface down, about
when squeezed
tending the conference, remarked that that will ball readily
he was 'here to get the collectorshlp In the hand.
The Best Trees.
at El Paso for New Mexico.'
are those
"A number of business men of the The best trees to plant
we are sure have never been Ircity were seen in the interest of Mr. that
Those that stand the hot
Cox's caudidacy, and it Is reported rigated.
of the west are not
that Juilge A. B. Fall, former attor and cold winters
of the exereme north, but
to
trees
the
will
New
Mexico,
go
of
general
ney
of
Washington to work in behalf of the those that are used to extremes
New Mexico resident.
temperature and can pass the warm
L. spells without raising too much sap
of Collector A.
"Supporters
The3e come
the buds.
Sharpe, of this city, are not worrying, or swelling
as recent advices from Washington from Kansas, southern Illinois and,
cause them to feel confident that Mr. preferably, Missouri.
Annie trees should be planted 4U
Sharpe will be reappointed to the posifeet apart, cherries and plums 20
tion he now holds."
feet and small fruits 10 feet. These
A Safeguard to Children.
distances are the result of careful
"Our two children of six and eight calculations based on a practical examount
years have been since infancy subject perience of 25 years, of the tree in
to colds and croup. About three years of moisture required by the
ago I started to use Foley's Honey nneaiinn when full grown, ullotflng
with an
prevent and cure theBe troubles. It is a small surplus to the good,
and Tar, and it has never failed to average precipitation of 14 to id
the only medicine I can get the child- Inches.
ren to take without a row." The
Knt onlv with trees, but In all
above from W. C. Ornsteln, Green branches of dry farming, plenty of
Bay, Wis., duplicates the experience area means nlentv of moisture. When
of thousands of other users of Foley's the trees are young it Is impossible
Honey and Tar. It cures coughs, for them to use up all this moist
colds and croup, and prevents bron- ure, for a yearling apple tree oniy
chitis and pneumonia. Sold by all needs a few hundred pounds, where
on an area 40 feet square we
druggists.
get about CO tons per annum. The
PUSHING RAILROAD LINE
surplus not being used up and evapTO TAMPICO, MEXICO. oration being more or less prevented
by the mulch, this excess Is stored
San Antonio. Texas, Feb. 8. Ac- in the subsoil which becomes moist
cording to a statement made by G. W. deeper and deeper with each succeed- Nock of New York city, constructing lirg year, providing a supply always
engineer of the Sun Antonio, Rio abend of the demand.
Grande & Tampion railroad, the line
Thus, ns far as the orchard Is con
he Is building will be pushed as far cerned, we care not whether a dry
south as Tamplcc, Mexico. A few venr comos or not. for the trees are
miles of the road have already been not dependent on the moisture of uny
graded. Owing to the fact that not one season, but on tho average ot ail
all financial arrangements had not the seasons since It was planted.
been made work on the line so far Of lute venrs the conservation OI
hns been slow, but ft large force will moisture has been Insisted upon as
now be put in the field.
one essential of dry farming, but
The road will run In almost a the
the accumulation of moisture Is equal
Brownsto
from
here
lino
straight
for how can we con
ville or a point nearby and after ly important,
serve what we have not got? For in- crossing the I!lo Grande will follow
If we cultivate an orchard or
nnr-the Gulf coast to Tamplco. One of
up
the richest agricultural territories In anything else, corn forweInstance,
are slinpiy
the United StatoB will be opened by and downa lot.the slope,
of small furrows to car
It. J. F. Edwards of St Louis and a
down hill, to wash out
number of San Antonio capitalists ry the run-ofare the promoters of the venture. A our orchards and carry off tho top
bonus of $100,000 will be given them soil. The orchard should be culti
In order to thoroughby San Antonio business men as soon vated both ways
ns the lino has reached the Rio Gran I ly stir mi the soli between the trees,
but the lob must always be finished
do and Is In operation.
.'
Auditor
Traveling
Saffonl has completed his
summary of the slalements of territorial banks and trust companies on
banks
December 31. 1909. Thirty-eigh- t
reported Bhowlng a total of .esourcos
of and liabilities of 10,101,271.00, an
Increase over the statement of June
Resources are
30, 1909, of $420,515,114.
Itemized and totaled as follows:
Loan on real estate $354,374.08; on
collateral security JTIS2.G4G.71 ; loans
overand discounts $2,110,403.37;
draft!, $42,558. fiC; IT. 8- bonds $3,000;
bank stocks $9,400; other securities
due from olher banks and
$97,628;
trust companies $N",070.82; real estate and bank furniture and fixtures
$285,815; checks and cash Items

Territorial

Charles

V.

WILL

CONFIRM

and the rougher the cultivation the
belter chance of holding all the water
that comet and thereby accumulating
more moisture.
The disc is an invaluable
Imple
ment to use for this purpose, since
hollow
behind " j Senate Committee on Judi- it leaves a distinct
wiiicn in menow grouna win usualeven
all
water
take
comes,
ciary Reported Favorably
the
that
ly
on a side hill. With the reversible
on It This Afternoon
disc, hollows or ridges can bo made
or effaced at will.
or
Deep plowing before planting
ANDREWS
when first preparing the land, Is also OBSEPESOFjOL
a valuable aid In the accumulation
of moisture.
Ceremonies Attended
Some extra moisture can also be Impressive
Members of
by
Many
obtained when necessary by
between the rows to catch
Congress.
snow which would
otherwise blow
oh", but after the trees attain
their snp0ini i the New Mexican.
growth they catch their own snow: Washington Feb. 7. The nomlnadrifts and the orchard is often twOjton of Judge Frank W. Parker to
feet In snow when the surrounding succeed himself on the New Mexico
prairie Is almost bare, and for this supreme bench, was reported favor-reaso- n
we can figure on a larger ably to the Senate today by the
our orchard than mlitee on Judiciary, and Judge Parker
for
tho average allowed by the weather will undoubtedly be confirmed in
jeeutive session today. The
Is to go
the orchard should ment of Judge John R. Mc-Flbe cultivated whenever a crust forms. in some time this week.
Practically It needs cultivation only) Tho Penrose bill for a fish culture
when moisture Is actually escaping. 'station in New Mexico, a duplicate of
After a heavy rain a crust may form; jthe Andrews house bill appropriating
after a few days the little cracks and $25,000 for the purpose, the site to
selected by the secretary of com
fissures appear through which evan-'b- e
oratlon takes place. They go down merce ami labor, was passea uy mo
very Senate.
only half an inch or an inch,
The funeral services over the relittle moisture is escaping from the
W. R. Andrews, only brother
surface, nothing from down below; mains of
of Delegate to Congress W. H. Ananother rain comes, fills them up
drews, were attended by the entire
nature has renewed the mulch.
the Pennsylvania Congressional delegaThe critical tlmo is when
and
tion and many other Senators
spring rains come to an end and the
Chaplain Pierce of
Representatives.
summer showers have not cora tho
Cun.la .nil a Mathn.ltef Vntsrnnnl
menced, for a period of drouth often
conducted the services,
supervenes at this time and the idea Vl,mm.a SpTlatnra
nfirsenta- ls to thoroughly break up the yust tives
the
remains to
mulch New accompanied
and leave a mellow three-Inc.,
be ,ald ,
york where ,hey
m conserve me suua.ui wuisumb iu""
rest uesides the wife of Colonel An-thJuly or August rains begin.
Idrews. Delegate Andrews will return
Cultivation should be commenced ,Q Wasnlllgttm tomorrow,
as soon as the ground thaws out In
the spring and should be finished for
A few minutes
delay in treating
the season by cultivating in the some cases
of croup, even the length
leaves about the end of October.
of time It takes to go for a doctor
miner kuiiiwuiu minus a
Thosnfost
will destroy all the Insects that hiway is to keep Chamberlain s Cough
bernate in the ground.
Remedy In the house, and at the first
Cultivating at the blossoming per- indication of croup give the child a
iod will raise the temperature of the
dose.
Pleasant to take and always
orchard. During the year 10 to 12 cures'. Sold
by all druggists.
cultivations are usually found necesaccidental
the
Should
ground
sary.
DINNER.
ly become too hard for the cultivator,
New York, Feb. 8 Stephen Colerthe disc must be used; this Is often
Chief Justhe case at the beginning of the sea idge, son of the late Lord
tice of England, will be among those
son.
who will deliver addresses at the an- .
.
V-- l.
ln,l.
'
' "er "- .
If you would have a safe yet certain! n"a
4,
Cough Remedy in the home, try Dr.
"77'""
at least once. It is thorough-- 1 """s"'.
Shoop's
Miss Maud mgerson. daugnier oi
ly unlike any other Cough prepara-- i
tion.
Its taste will be entirely new jthe late Col. Robert G. Ingersoll. is
to you unless It is already your t a v- - secretary of the
Cough Remedy. No opium, clety, and one of the leading workers
chloroform, or any other stupefying ' In the cause. Since childhood, the
Ingredients are used. The tender leaves daughter of the famous agnostic has
moun- - j been Interested in the work of humane
of a harmless,
tainons shrub, give to Dr. Shoop's ' societies, and has frequently inter-Coug- h
Remedy Its wonderful curative tered personally to prevent the abuse
properties. It Is truly a most certain 0f aumb beasts by cruel drivers. In
Sold her religious views, Miss Ingersoll Is
and trustworthy
prescription.
Co.
a true daughter of her father, declarby Stripling-Burrow- s
ing that there is enough to do in this
SIXTY-FOUDEFENDANTS
world without worrying about a possible hereafter.
IN COAL LAND CASES.
Several physicians have joined in
movement, among
Almost Ten Thousand Acres In tho the
Lander District, Wyoming, Are
them Dr. Stephen Hasbrouck. who reInvolved.
cently severely criticised the Rev.
Robert S. MacArthur, pastor of Ca'-- vary Baptist cnurcn, lor a siaiemem
Lander. Wyo., Feb. 5. SJxty-rou- r
defendants in alleged coal land frauds the clergyman had made, he said,
to- -'
against the work of the
against the government appeared
before the United States land tionists.
-office here, in cases which have been
ln n3 statement Dr. MacArthur
brought by the government for the rtfruled the work which you ladles
cancellation of their titles to eoal are doing in behalf of mans 'friends,
lands which are said to be the most,tne innocent
animals and dumb
j
valuable in the state.
creatures, and thereby he has cast a
The cases involve 9,500 acres of shir upon vou ,adlM aa(1 tne members
mineral district of
kind lying in the
thg BOCety ln the efforts being
north of Lander and have been ap- - made t0 enforce humane principles
at
praised by government experts
a,,n vivjsw,tlon.. gam Dr. Hasbrouck.
value of nearly $1,500,000.
He adv1s(ld tnat the society use every
The government alleges that these
njj w lnfom
publc of nat
lands were filed upon by dummy en- ho!mn and useiess
termed
"
umiii cruelty of vivisection."
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western Coal Company which are conWhen You Need
trolled largely by New York capitalWhen you
Orlno Ijixatlve.
ists. The two companies are report- Foley's
feverish feelthat
have
heavy,
dull,
the
with
associated
Chicago,
ed to be
ing,
accompanied by constipation.
Burlington & Quincy railroad. The
cases are commonly known as the When you have headache, indigesas tion, biliousness, pain in stomach and
"Gebo coal land fraud casas,"
Samuel W. Gebo, George W. Daly. Ru- - Dowels, men you neea ro.eys u.iuu
bowels freely
fus P. Ireland and others were al- - Laxative. It moves the
clears the
leged to be Instrumental In securing and gently, and thoroughly
Intestinal tract. It does not gripe or
the titles.
The cases have been under investl-- , nauseate and cures constipation. Sold
gallon by federal land agents three by all druggists.
vears and various actions have been
HAS
brought ill court. An Injunction suit WRIGHT AEROPLANE
AT 8AN ANTONIO,
ARRIVED
States
wits brought in the United
San Antonio, Texas, Feb. 8. Tho
court at Cheyenne recently by the
government asking that the Owl Wright aeroplane to be used by Lieut.
Creek Coal Company be restrained B. D. Foulols In a series of expert-froHons-Diopeeraling coal mines at Gebo, 'nients to be held at Fort Sam
Horn county which are said to ton has arrived. Althouoh no definite
has
been
be producing 700 tons of coal dally. statement to that effect
order was made by the authorities ut the post It
A temporary restraining
Sam
Fort
believed
that
granted by the court and more than Is generally
a thousand miners were thrown out Houston will become the permanent
station of the machine, a sum of
of work.
John A. Williams, law examiner of money having been appropriated for
the land office will hear the cases and a permment shed In which the
George H. Hair, chief of the chine Is to be housed. Statistics
field division of the land office at Salt compiled by the local United States
shown
that
as registrar, weather bureau have
Lake. Utah, will act
About forty witnesses will bo sum- - meteorological conditions in this city
moned, a large part of them from New are the most favorable ln the United
States for aeronautics.
York city.

MO
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FRIEND

A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
One of the most valuable qualities of Mother's Friend is
that It safeguards the future health of the mother. It is a
liniment to bo applied externally to the body, the use of
which lubricates the muscles and tendons, softens the glands
and ducts, prevents limps forming in the breasts, and relieves the pain, nervousness, nausoa, and other troubles from which so many expectant mothors suffer.
When Mother's Friend is used regularly it fits and prepares the system for an
of tho term. Women who massage with this
easy and natural consummation
great liniment are always saved much suffering when baby comes, and recover
Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores.
more quickly, and without ill effects.
Write for our free book for expectant mothers.

THE BRADF1ELD

CO.,

ATLANTA,

CA.
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Wayside Jottings.
t J If could not agree. In the easo
7, 1910.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY
ngaiuat Illlailo 0. Mnrtlnei charged
Georae Stuart Crossei the Divide
to bribe an officer,
Stuart, an old time resident with an aueinpt
George
nf Socorro, died last week. He was, the defendant was a.scuu.Keu.
Train, to Be on Time City Agent
nirud 79 VPIirS
this
Death of Old Timer William Frost H. S. Lutz of the Santa Fe, early
Trains Nos.
postmaster nt Jlearilla, who had lived morning announced that

3
iu Lincoln county, the past thirty 10 front the south and west and
on time
are
east
reported
the
week.
from
died
last
years,
er
very Youno Counle At Las Cm and that In the future a persistent
ces yesterday, Effle May Walton, ii.gedjf01.t will be made to have all trains
.
A
, . l
tltitn
.......
........ Klmllnr
.iii
ii
ascu 1(1
a.., unmi
14, ana jonn
iieuiueig,
running on hciiihiuio
...,..,. oil nlnns?"
.
i
a marriage license.
announcements
the Al
from
Sanchez
Louia
Released on Bond
the line as the following
indicates.
lias been released on bond nt Albu- buquerque Tribune-Citizeto
querque. He has been charged with Th .miiiiinn nf the Santa Fe is
dot,
operate all Its trains right on the
selling liquor to an Isleta Indian.
m.
Taken to Socorro County Jail
according to a statement m j.
Anir,.iiariil
uassenger agent,
lily Sueriff Bernardo Olguin took
tonio Peinlta from Albuquerque to which will be welcome news all along
the Socorro county Jail on the charge the line. Mr. Council says that witn
of stealing a gun.
the addition of two new fast transMexico Homeland That is continental trains and several new
New
one
Uie name of a new paper, the first
trains to handle the local business
to be published, at Mcintosh in Tor- and relieve the tlirouh trains, tne
J.
Is
rance county. It
to keeD all trains on
neatly printed.
D. Carter Is the editor and publisher. schedule as near as it con possibly
Miss Coniera Guenther, be done. The new time card is De
Poor Girl
living In the "Blue Front" district at le? worked out and eventually the
Vaughn, Guadalupe county, attempted road expects to operate all trains on
suicide by taking poison. Prompt time the entire distance from t nicagu
medical attention saved her life.
to the coast In spite of snow, cold and
ss
Girl Broke Arm and
water."
high
AHiuHnrd Insane L. Romberg waf
Margaret Bowes at Cerrillos broke an
anil and a leg in a carriage accident adjudged Insane by Judge Abbott at
while driving from Madrid to Cerril- Albuquerque yesterday.
She was taken to Albuquerque
los.
Death of Septuagenarian Ramon
at
for medical attention.
Trujlllo, aged seventy years, died
S.
CommissioWill Not Remove U.
the home of Pablo Vigil at Las Vegas.
T.nt House Destroyed by Fire
nerJudge W. H. Pope after hearing
the evidence, has decided that charges The tent house ot R. McClughen at
made against V. S. Commissioner W. Albuquerqus. was destroyed by tire on
T. Cowgill of Kenna, Chaves county, Wednesday afternoon.
have not been sustained .
Las Vegas Had Nine Inches ot
in
Train Crew Badly Injured Engi- Snn,Mna inches of snow fell
to
neer Leseman, Fireman Sueman and Us Vegas and vicinity this week, on
of the dry farmers
Conductor Steed of the Santa Fe road the great joy
the the Las Vegas mesa.
a brother of Clay McGonagll.
Farmer Is Fatally Hurt Joseph
champion steer roper of the world,
five
were taken to St. Joseph's Hospital Patchen, aged 23 years, a farmer
at Albuquerque, having been severely miles east of Las Vegas had his oacK
on a sharp rock
injured in the wreck at Abo station broken by falling
while leading a fractious colt which
on Saturday.
on the Belen cut-of- f
reared up and threw Patchen violentAlbuquerque Business Man SucBltt-nely.
A.
David
Tuberculosis
to
cumbs
Four Were Drunk An aggregate of
a well known business man of
twenty-sirather
days in jail and a fine and
on
died
Saturday,
Albuquerque,
cnm of 1.9.95 was the price paid by
was
He
tuberculosis.
from
suddenly,
Las
a native of Allentown, Pa., was aged four fellows who got drunk at
were Vent62 years and leaves a wife and two Vegas on Monday. They
sons. He was a train dispatcher be- ura Ribera, Hipollto Paeolena, Stogie
Gordon and Frank Carter.
fore going Into business.
- .
Honor for Professor Aurelio M. El- Counon
Lincoln
Served
Injunction
M. Espinosa, profes
elio
plno.a-AurOfficials--A
injunction
preliminary
ty
sor of Romance languages at the Uni
linn heen corved on the probate cUi
of New Mexico, at Albuquerof Lincoln county, J. G. Riggle, to re- versity
has been tendered the position
strain the board of county commis- que,
of instructor of Spanish at Leland
sioners to issue any bonds In any sum
Stanford University at Stanford, Califor court house and jail construction.
fornia.
This Is another step In thee county
Issued MarMarriage Licenses
seat fight between Lincoln and Carrl-zozto the
The complaint Is styled Robert riage licenses have been Issued
at Las Vegas: "Albina
Brady and S. T. Gray vs. R, H. Taylor following 18 vears.
and Lucia Dimas,
need
et nl.
both residents of San
Sued
for aged 20 years,
Government Inspector
Jose; Alejandro Vigil, aged 35 years
Damages In the district court at
23 years,
case of Justlniano and Manuellta Roybal, aged
the
Pecos."
of
residents
both
Gutierrez vs. M. C. Wiley, an inspector
A telegram
Mo Lvnrhlna at Clovis
of the bureau of animal industry came received vesterdav afternoon after the
0
sues
for
up yesterday. Gutierrez
New Mexican had gone to press, dedamages for the death of 300 clared that there had been no lynchImas
he claims, by
- p"eH. caused,
ing at Clovis and that the widespread
i roper dipping.
rumor that such had taken place was
Mrs. Darden Sued for Attorney's false.
Fees Attorney's fees to the amount
Uncle Sam's New Postals Are Blue
ot $5,300 are claimed by Attorneys
The government has adopted a new
GrifE.
Harry Dougherty and James
style postal card which will be placed
fith of Socorro, and H. B. Holt and In po8toffices this week, 1 nis card is
atin
an
Sutherland of Las Cruces,
printed on a better quality and lighter
tachment on stock In the Bank of paper and is of a bluish tinge. It
Commerce owned by Mrs. Fannie V. bears the portrait ot President McKln-ley- .
VanRiper, formerly Mrs. Darden who
was recently granted a divorce at Las
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1910.
Poll Taxes Are Due Ovor Sl.000
Cruces.
Sent to Lincoln County Jail Four poll tax were collected at Albuquerof the
Corona, Lincoln county citizens, were que yesterday by the clerk
lodged In Lincoln county Jail last city board of education.
District Court for Valencia County
week. Pedro Salazar, under bond of
1.300 to answer to the charge of' District court for Valencia county
7.
horse stealing; Manuel Arvigo whose will meet at Los Lunas on March
bond was fixed at $100 for flourishing Judge M. C. Mechem will preside.
Another New Paper The Christian
n deadly weapon; Charles Courtney
and B. Everett, whose bond was fixed Messenger is a new paper printed at
ut $1,000 each for unlawfully killing Belen, Valencia county. Rev. Frederick F. Grim of Albuquerque, Is the
cattle.
Suspected of Horse Stealing Dep- editor.
Sold Half Hundred Hogs E. E.
uty Sheriff Baros arrested a man here
In Taos
fcaturduy morning, who gave his name Van Horn, sold from his ranch
as Henry Miller, and claimed that he county, last week, to the Taos Mercanhogs and one
was employed by one E. R. Ricks, a tile Company forty-eigh- t
In 250 pound boar.
rancher living near Tucnmcarl;
He later contradicted
Rancher Commits Suicide Severo
Quay county.
this statement and affirmed that he Montoya, a ranchman living near
was from Torrance, and still later ho Ueenhatn, Union county, committed
suicide by cutting his throat. He
said he hailed from Corona.
leaves a family.
The immediate causo of Miller's
was the having possession of a
Texan Arrested at Albuquerque J.
bunch of range horses without being M. Epstein of Amarlllo, Tex., was arable to produce a bill of sale for the rested at Albuquerque upon advices
same. The horses belonged to Polito from Armillo where Epstein will be
Koibal of Kennedy, Mrs. Pena of taken, It Is thought to answer the
Calibteo and Deputy Sheriff Baros charge of embezzlement.
himself. Besides the private brands
Farmlngton Woman Killed In Mine
of these owners, there was also some
Mrs. William Ivy of Farmlngton,
stock in the herd carrying the Indian was killed at the Telescope mine near
brand from the Pueblo of Santo Do- Silverton, Colorado, by falling down
mingo." Stanley Index.
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